I declare Jesus Christ the Lord over this fast and I have gone through these 21 days
effortlessly by the Holy Spirit who has strengthened me in my inner man. By the
Spirit of God, I declare this fast is offered up unto God as a spiritual sacrifice with joy,
that is well pleasing unto the Lord. God has in turn answered me by fire upon this
sacrifice; upon this sacrifice God has answered me by fire out of heaven. I have
received correction, instruction and direction that has resulted in an outpouring of the
Spirit upon me and every single thing I speak into. I have received during this fast,
correction, instruction and direction as God has answered my sacrifice by fire.
This has resulted into an outpouring of the Spirit of God upon me, and an outpouring
of that same spirit from within me into every single thing I speak into. This 21-day
fast has ushered in a season of unprecedented fruitfulness, growth and multiplication
in my life. The sufferings of this 21-day are not worthy to be compared to the glorious
things the Spirit of God has revealed in and through me. The sufferings of these 21
days are not worthy to be compared with the results that have emerged out of this
fast; the glorious things the Spirit of God has revealed in me and the power He has
released through me.
Days and years have been established in this 21-day fast. By days, I mean and
declare that every single day that was marked out for evil, every single day in the
years that lie ahead of me that the enemy marked out to steal, to kill and to destroy;
has turned out as a day of my promotion, enlargement, and inheritance. They are
now days of rejoicing and days of victory upon the earth, my years have been
established in prosperity. Years will unfold after this fast – years of fruitfulness and
years of prosperity according to my obedience to the law of the Scripture during this
fast.
Spiritual laws have been set into motion by this fast that no demonic force or human
being can reverse – laws of increase, laws of growth, and laws of multiplication. The
outpouring of the Spirit during this fast has led to supernatural encounters with God.
My judgment and the work ordained by God for me has been placed into my hands
during this fast as I have received my divine mantle from heaven, authority to work
miracles upon this earth to cause fruitfulness in desert places; to cause a way to be
established in the wilderness by pronouncements out of my heart. As I lift up my
voice, so the Red Sea parts by reason of the mantle I have received from heaven.
And also, my mandate from heaven, clear instructions on the assignment for my life
is received during this 21-day fast in the mighty name of Jesus Christ. Amen.

--I declare Jesus Christ as the Lord over this fast. I have gone through the 21 days
effortlessly by the Holy Spirit who has strengthened me in my inner man. I declare

Jesus Christ the Lord over this fast and I have gone through these 21 days
effortlessly by the Holy Spirit who has strengthened me in my inner man.
By the Spirit of God, this fast is offered as a spiritual sacrifice unto God with joy and
it is well pleasing in His sight. God has accepted this sacrifice, and honoured it by
answering me with fire in every single area I brought up to the throne of grace.
Angels were released, and in my life, they ascended and descended during these 21
days, accomplishing specific tasks and answers to my prayers; reaching beyond my
own personal being working within my environment things beyond my own personal
reach, producing signs and wonders.
These 21 days I declare, it is characterized by heightened angelic activity in my life.
And I see the manifestations of their presence as they caused my lines to fall into
pleasant places and caused massive things to happen in my life. I have received
correction, instruction and direction that has resulted in an outpouring of the Spirit
upon me and an outpouring into every single thing I have spoken to, prophesying
into those elements.
This fast ushered in a season of unprecedented growth, fruitfulness and
multiplication. Limitations removed, barriers broken and shattered as the horns of
wickedness have been subdued and I rise effortlessly in the land. For God has
exalted the horn of my salvation, my voice has been exalted, the work of my hands
has been exalted, everything hidden has been brought into the light. The prison
doors are opened up, and I have been brought out of darkness and placed upon a
hill that the works of God in my life shine forth in my generation.
The sufferings of these 21 days of fasting are not worthy to be compared to the glory
– the glorious things the Spirit of God revealed in me and through me; the powerful
dimensions I stepped into, the deep manifestations of the Spirit of God. The 21 days
of partial abstinence from food is not worthy to be compared. The sacrifice is
swallowed up in the manifestation of God's presence, and His power is realized in
my life.
Days and years have been established during this fast. Spiritual laws set into motion
by my words and declaration that can never be reversed by any human being, or
demonic force. Every single evil day marked by the enemy when he meant to steal,
to kill or to destroy in my future has led to my promotion because of this fast. They
are now days of promotion, days of exaltation, days of rejoicing, and days of
manifest victory. For that which the enemy meant for evil, God has taken that
situation and turned it around for good. As the result of these 21 days of fasting, I
have received grace for acceleration. I've gone through obstacles with speed,
everything that has been thrown in my path as a curved ball has resulted into an
open door for greater glory in my life.
The outpouring of His Spirit during this fast has led to diverse spiritual encounters
with God. My judgment and the work ordained by God for me has been placed into
my hands. All the good deeds that I sowed in the past that where left untouched and
have not been rewarded or honoured; during this fast I created room, and God

executed His judgment, as vengeance belongs to Him and He has recompensed me
and paid me back in full with powerful events that have entered into my life.
I have received my divine mantle that has given me my identity on this earth, that I
have entered into this earth with, carving out my path, supernatural enablement
placed upon my lips such that I decreed things and they are established. I speak
forth and even to my amazement, with speed God hastens to perform His word.
Also, my mandate from heaven, the purpose for my life, is clearly revealed. The
pathway has been created, I'm walking in the fulfilment and walking also in the power
of God in the mighty name of Jesus Christ. Amen.

---

I declare Jesus Christ as the Lord over this fast. I proclaim Jesus Christ as Lord over
this fast. I have gone through the 21 days effortlessly by the Holy Spirit who has
strengthened me in my inner man. I have gone through this 21-day fast, effortlessly
by the Holy Spirit within me, who has strengthened me in my inner man and
sustained the infirmity of my flesh by giving life to my mortal body.
I declare these 21 days, one of spiritual cleansing and total healing and restoration of
my physical being. I declare these 21 days one of spiritual cleansing, total healing
and the restoration of wholeness into every single part of my being. By reason of the
heightened activity of my spirit and the Holy Spirit within me, the hidden power of
Jesus Christ and the life of Jesus Christ permeates every single cell within my body.
It has rectified every single part of my being, brought me into a place of wholeness, a
place of wellness and total strength in Christ. My youth is renewed as the eagle. This
has all occurred during this fast.
I have opened up my heart unto God and received correction, received illumination,
instruction and direction; and my obedience to this instruction has resulted in an
outpouring of the Spirit of God upon me, bringing me into a place of greater
knowledge and utterance and also upon my life, ushering in a fresh season, years of
fruitfulness and growth.
This 21-day fast has established the next three years of my life on this earth; years
of increase, years of fruitfulness. My judgment has come from the Lord and I have
received His inheritance upon this earth. The Lord has opened my eyes and my
ears, and I've seen the hope of His calling upon my life in the field in which He has
assigned me to. From the work of my hands, this fast has opened up a door which
my eyes have seen that has led to the establishment of His kingdom through the
work of my hand.
This 21-day fast ushered in an unprecedented season of fruitfulness, growth and
multiplication. For every horn of wickedness and every voice that was raised against
me in these 21 days, they were completely neutralized and cast out. My head has
been anointed with fresh oil and I arise and emerged with the force of the Holy Spirit.
As Jesus returned from His fast in the power of the Spirit, I have come out of this fast

in the power and demonstration of the Spirit that has brought forth great and new
works in my life – exploits and powerful things not common unto man.
I have entered into this fast and I have been cloth with the mantle of the spirit. A
garment of power has been placed upon my back and I emerged out of this fast a
brand-new person with words of power and my hands executing things that are not
common to man. So, the sufferings of these 21 days I have gladly endured; for it is
not worthy to be compared to the glorious realities that have emerged in my life after
the fast. For God has revealed in my life things that were hidden from the ages and
generations past. Limitations have been removed. Ceilings have been shattered.
Days and years have been established by this fast and every single day the enemy
planned and he marked as an evil day and season through which he was going to
come in and steal from me, kill or to destroy by reason of this fast, I decree and it is
established.
For while praying, the Holy Spirit entered into all those days and changed them by
releasing power into them. They have now become days sanctified by the Spirit of
God for my promotion, days of rejoicing and total victory. When others are saying in
that season, there is a casting down all I will be experiencing is a lifting up because I
entered into this 21-day fast and the Holy Spirit had the opportunity to enter into my
future and birth powerful things. The outpouring of the Spirit during this fast has
therefore led to supernatural encounters with God. I have received this divine mantle
through which I work signs and wonders upon the earth in the mighty name of Jesus
Christ, Amen.

--I declare in the name of Jesus, that Jesus is the Lord over this fast and by the
strength of the Holy Spirit these entire 21 days has been effortlessly accomplished
by the strength of the Spirit of God. I declare during these 21 days the Holy Spirit
gave life to my mortal body; He infused my flesh with the very life of Jesus Christ
causing the healing power of Jesus to permeate every single cell within my body. I
therefore emerge out of this fast with my youth renewed as the eagles, I come out
physically stronger, I come out healed. I come out of this place and from the crown of
my head to the soles of my feet, every single cell within my body radiates the life of
Jesus Christ.
By the Spirit of God, this fast has been offered as a spiritual sacrifice unto God. By
this, God has opened up the seal of heaven over my life. Every single scripture that
is appropriate for my life this moment, the Holy Spirit has guided me into those
scriptures. They have described every single thing going on in my life presently and
also shown me the glory that is to come. By this, my words have been enabled; I
have received utterance from the Holy Spirit to speak forth glorious realities into my
life and by this, the next three years of my life have been a demonstration of the
Spirit and His power. Great grace for acceleration has been released; three years of
supernatural increase, three years of supernatural growth, three years of the
manifestation of the kingdom of God in my life.

For this fast has ushered into my life a season of unprecedented fruitfulness, growth
and multiplication. There were things I brought up to God during this fast, not only
did I get the manifestation of those prayers, God exceeded all of my expectations for
He opened up a massive door in heaven through which the waters and the rivers of
life flows forth into my life on this earth. Rivers of living water have been poured forth
into the earth; not only answering all of my needs and exceeding it but it has
streamed right into the community in which I dwell, streamed into the city in which I
live and shaped and affected the nation in which I dwell.
I declare massive changes have occurred through this 21-day fast. My own personal
space is just a fraction of what God has done by His Spirit. These waters have
extended into my family; these waters have extended into my community, these
waters have extended into my church, powerful transformations going on as I have
spoken forth God’s word into those entities.
I boldly declare the sufferings of these 21 days are not worthy to be compared to the
glory that is now revealed. Now I understand the words of Jesus Christ that with
prayer and fasting nothing shall be impossible unto you. For the glory of God that
has been unveiled has demonstrated to me that nothing is now impossible unto me.
Days and years have been established through this fast; every single day satan
marked out for evil; in the next three years of my life, where he plotted that on that
day and in that season, he shall steal, kill or destroy, those days have now turned
out to be days of great rejoicing in my life, days of great victory and days of massive
promotion. Yes, others have said there’s a casting down but by reason of the work
that was done during this fast, it is apparent unto me that there is a lifting up in that
day.
My years have been established as years of supernatural increase and growth.
Every single thing I have imagined according to God’s word has materialized in my
life. The outpouring of the Spirit has led to supernatural encounters described by the
words I spoke forth. Angels have been released from heaven who are ministering to
me night and day, bringing about answers to the prayers I have offered.
Therefore, I have opened my heart this season to be hospitable unto strangers, to
reach out to those that are in need, or through these acts I have received the Angels
that have been sent from heaven to perform wonders in my life in the name of Jesus
Christ. Thank you Lord for this glorious manifestation in Jesus mighty name, Amen.

--In the name of Jesus Christ, I declare and announce into the year 2021 as a result of
the 21-day fast and the spiritual substance I have received from God; I speak forth
into the year 2021 – God exceeded all of my expectations in this new year. The
power of God did exceedingly, abundantly above anything I ask or thought. All of my
prayers and expectations were not only met but also exceeded. I saw God’s
faithfulness in fulfilling all of His promises. I made satisfactory progress and inside
my heart I felt fulfilled at what God had wrought within my life and then God took it

further and the year 2021 literarily blew open my mind. For God then opened up the
doors of His kingdom unto me and He began to work out in my own life things I did
not look for neither was I expecting.
So this year 2021, God raised up unusual divine helpers, people I had no
expectations on were raised by God into my life, strangers entered in and built my
wall and it was Luke 5 replayed in my life that after Jesus gave Peter and his brother
an abundance for what they sought for, He then opened up the program of the
kingdom unto them. This is the highlight of the year 2021 for me. I feel complete and
whole for God has done all things well for me leaving no stone unturned; every
single area in my life was enveloped by the power of God producing the very things I
prayed and I had been confessing. God took a major step in my life and produced
things that will be with me for the rest of my life and will make an impression on
eternity.
This is what 2021 has been all about – the opening up of the treasures of darkness
causing me to ride upon the high places of the earth. He opened up the door of the
temple and the river of living water carrying life watered every single thing in my life.
Unusual but very powerful things began to happen. I received very powerful visitation
from heaven and this came as a result of the hospitality I showed to strangers. The
help that I rendered to those that were in need, going out of my way to support and
help people and support those in problems opened me up to a high level of grace at
work in my life evidenced by the things people also are disposed to doing towards
me. Every single authority figure that I met this year 2021 opened up their hearts
unto me and helped me beyond my expectation. The involvement of the Holy Spirit
directly in my life has changed the entire landscape of my life.
I am a totally different person that entered into 2021, all of the things that God has
done in my soul and in my life has transformed me so I entered the year 2022 a
totally different person transformed not only by the revelation of the spirit but by the
deep acts of God in my life. The things that my eyes have seen, the things that my
hand has handled in this year 2021 – a year that the daystar arose upon my life, a
year that I could clearly see I was the brightness of God’s glory manifesting powerful
things on this earth, a year that my leaf did not wither and I did not cease from
bearing fruits every single month. My life was watered with the rain of Heaven,
unusual insights, ideas came right unto me. I brought forth products and services
from the place where I work, from my duty post I interpreted events accurately,
recognized powerful opportunities right before me.
God blessed me in 2021 with eyes that see; it was a year with an abundance of
opportunities, everywhere I saw great and mighty opportunities I even had to call
partners and friends and distribute some of the insights unto them. I wasn’t even
distributing so much of material substance as I distributed intelligent thoughts and
ideas that has changed and transformed the lives of people for the Holy Spirit
literarily entered into my mind, worked upon my brain cells and now I understand
how Daniel felt having ten times more understanding than all those in his realm. God
granted me the grace to remain humble even though I saw farther than anyone
inside this industry, understood what was coming next, interpreted the events

accurately, knew what was in the heart of humanity even before they became
consciously aware of it. My products and services revealed things that were kept at
subconscious levels. This was the degree of intelligence that worked in my life in the
year 2021.
I entered into a different space totally manifesting the brilliance of God. God
surrounded me not only with loving people but also with capable people who
understood the visions in my heart and ran with those things. Therefore, this year
2021 my barns have been filled with plenty and wine presses burst forth with new
wine. I have the power to obtain wealth granted unto me and by this power I have
served humanity. I have raised up the foundation of many generations.
This year 2021 I broke out of the need-centered faith; I now operate in a serviceoriented faith for God has given me abundance in all things. My consciousness is not
about me personally receiving but with the abundance God has given me I serve
humanity. Giant strides in 2021, massive things that changed me completely as a
person and I finish this year completely different in my understanding of life, in my
orientation, in the way I treat people and the level of intelligence at work in my life in
the mighty name of Jesus Christ.

-I come on the grounds of the blood of Jesus Christ, Jesus was wounded for my
transgressions, Jesus was bruised for my iniquities, the chastisement of my peace
was laid upon Jesus and by the stripes on the back of Jesus Christ on the cross, I
am healed from the crown of my head to the soles of my feet.
The same Spirit that raised up Jesus Christ from the dead and brought Him out of
the pit of hell right to the right-hand of the Father, that same Spirit leaves on the
inside of me. He has been assigned by the Father to produce the same effect on my
life. I agree completely with what the blood has said concerning me, that the same
God of peace that raised Jesus, the great shepherd from the dead by this blood of
the everlasting covenant. It is written that by that same blood of the everlasting
covenant, God works inside me that which is well pleasing in His sight. The same
Spirit of glory that raised up Jesus by the blood covenant dwells inside me also and
He has produced this same effect.
The year 2021, I say right into it – it is characterized by the demonstration of God
within me. 2021 can be described as the acts of the Holy Ghost in my life. Historical
events have emerged, all by the Spirit of God working on the inside of me. The Holy
Spirit no longer lies dormant but I cooperate with Him, I listen to the Holy Spirit, I
obey the Holy Spirit and every single thing He shows me – I give voice unto it. This I
have done in 2021 and it has produced massive and wonderful things in my life.
I declare into the year 2021, this is my story concerning you; first of all, God
exceeded all of my expectations by the might of the Spirit at work in me. Every single
thing I prayed about, every single thing I am confessing God fulfilled it in remarkable

time through the grace that accelerates things and performed every single thing in
my life.
This is my story in the year 2021, for all horns of wickedness are subdued and
angels ascended and descended upon my life bringing about all answers to my
prayers. These are the events I have handled in this year 2021, the thrill that is
inside my heart, the joy that I have experienced seeing the power of God at work in
my life; angels went all over the earth ministering unto men and causing the people
to act towards me in certain ways such that every single prayer and every single
word that I uttered out of my lips without any exception, materialized in record time in
the year 2021.
As Jesus Christ helped Peter and his brother to catch an abundance of fish and to
answer their own need, then he opened them up to kingdom agenda; this is the
pattern that God follows in 2021. He then opened up His agenda unto me, opened
my eyes to see the things that He has prepared from the foundation of the world.
Things I would never have imagined, things that would never have occurred to me,
things beyond my own human capacity to conceive, the Holy Spirit granted unto me
the Spirit of wisdom and revelation in the knowledge of Jesus Christ. he began to
show me deep truths inside the scriptures and by the knowledge of these deeper
things, He prepares my heart to receive the things I saw in real time.
Massive opportunities hidden from others, the Holy Spirit opened my eyes to see
these things and I took that quantum leap, that giant step, leaping for joy at the
recognition of truth, I entered into these powerful experiences that God has prepared
for me. He sent in people in my life as the rivers of living water began to flow out of
my belly. This massive door He opened unto me in 2021 – things that will leave my
legacy upon this earth, things that if Jesus tarries my children and their children shall
partake of the benefits of these massive doors He opened up unto me.
I have gone far beyond the realm of getting my own personal needs met, I have
entered into kingdom business; these are dimensions of prophetic scriptures that are
being realized inside my life beyond my own personal needs into the inheritance of
God laid up upon this earth. He has selected me among the body of Christ as one of
the people that He will use as His arrowhead in this end-time to fulfil His prophetic
agenda upon the earth. He took my business and my career and plugged it into
kingdom economy by opening up my eyes to see things He has kept secret from
ages and generations past. These things have catapulted me right into positions and
places upon this earth I would never have dreamt about.
God has opened up a massive door; 2021 is my year of personal discovery, I came
to know who I really am in Christ, I shook off all forms of fear and doubts about my
abilities for it is no longer I who lives but Jesus that now lives on the inside of me. I
arise confident and bold, to stamp my God-given identity upon this earth and to turn
loose every treasure that God has placed on the inside of me. My time has come
and it is the year 2021, no longer am I weak, with low self-esteem, full of doubt.
My hour is here; I arise in the power of the Holy Ghost and I come on the stage of
life. I am not concerned about who is uncomfortable with my new level of authority,

my level of confidence, my independence under God and ability to accomplish things
that have not been done before. It is my hour, I will not allow this door to be closed
on me, my time has come, God has placed the baton in my hand; I run with ease this
race that is set before me on the lane that God has for me manifesting the kingdom
of God on the earth in the name of Jesus Christ.

-I declare in the name of Jesus Christ into the year 2021, it is a year in which deep
and mysterious things have occurred in my life, powerful occurrences that are
strange to those that are in the flesh for the spirit of God unveiled the deep things of
God in my life. Every single request I offered up in prayer unto God personally
confessing as my goals for 2021.
This 21-day fast secured spiritual power through which every single one of them has
materialized and these things I have been confessing for also materialized very
quickly in the year 2021 as a result of my faith that I planted as a grain of mustard
seed through the words I declared during this fast.
God went beyond all of this and manifested to me manifesting himself in my life in
the year 2021. He fulfilled all of my expectations and went over and beyond that to
open up a mighty door unto me saying for this cause I separated you from your
mother’s womb to step into this glorious reality. It is through the workings of the Spirit
of God in this dimension that I have manifested the glory of God in the year 2021.
God has exceeded all of my own expectations.
This was the year He brought me out of all forms of darkness and showed forth my
identity and the true nature of who I am in the spirit realm and started revealing my
identity. Not only was Jesus revealed in me but I was also revealed in Christ. I came
to know Jesus Christ in a personal way but the world also came to know who I really
am in Jesus Christ for as the wind blows where it least’d as God revealed the things
He was set to do in my life and I stayed focus upon those things. All types of things
began to spring forth out of the earth by coincidence. The right people began to
show up in my space, doors began to open up to me as the lines fell unto me in
pleasant places. God blessed me with rare insights, concepts and ideas.
The Holy spirit brought pieces of information to me from the minds of other people
through their books, by the words and conversations I had with them that completely
revolutionized everything going on in my life. Yes, I can describe myself as one who
is very successful on this earth for not only am I making satisfactory progress in my
own personal space but God has also opened me up and introduced me to His
kingdom agenda and this so powerful things are going on in my life right now.
That which I am doing in the natural is growing by leaps and bounds breaking all
records, fastest growing entity in my industry. Kings in this industry are coming to the
brightness of my rising, sinners are asking me questions about my intelligence.
Jesus is presented to them not in a religious way but as the divine intelligence
behind the order of the universe that all things that you interact with were made by

Him, all systems that are working, all physical laws, all scientific discovery are things
that are fragments of the knowledge and understanding in the mind of Jesus and it is
this Jesus – the logos, the creator of all things. It is this Jesus I have presented to
the world in this year 2021.
I introduce them to the subject of prayer through which the mind of Jesus touches
upon their mind and they get instructions, concepts and ideas about Jesus. I am not
ashamed of the gospel of Christ; I boldly declare this Jesus for He is the power of
God unto salvation. I have shown in my own space and to the world that all issues
can be resolved in any field of endeavor through the intelligence that is in the mind of
Jesus.
Outside of this, Jesus has gathered material substance into my hand, taught me the
secret of accessing the power to obtain wealth and by the abundance my ground has
brought forth in 2021 He has now shown me my assignment on the earth, what I am
to do with the material substance that will keep multiplying in my hands for He has
taught me the secret and I bow before Him in worship as the source of every single
thing I have and He has opened my eyes to see the thing He wants to do on this
earth through which He has empowered me as His vessel and the instrument
through which He will accomplish this for it is written concerning me that God is at
work in me both for me to will and to do of my own good pleasure.
2021, you are the year of my coming out, you are the year I have taken my position
in the realm of the spirit, the year God has placed my faith upon the rock to stay, the
year of my exaltation, the year of my manifestation, the year that God has exalted
my horn above the horns of wickedness in the land, the year in which I declare
things and decree things into the earth. 2021, I call you my year, I take possession of
you exercising full authority and I stir up the Holy Ghost inside of me, great exploits
are accomplished in the mighty name of Jesus Christ.

--In the name of Jesus Christ, I come on the grounds of the shed blood of Jesus; for
through the blood of Jesus Christ God has created a new and living way right into
the holiest of all and through His redemption I can now receive the promise of the
eternal inheritance.
I therefore come on the grounds of the blood of Jesus, the blood that grants me
access and I say Jesus was wounded for my transgressions, Jesus was bruised for
my iniquities, the chastisement of my peace was laid upon Jesus and by the stripes
on the back of Jesus Christ I am healed. From the crown of my head to the soles of
my feet I am healed by the stripes of Jesus. The same Spirit that raised up Jesus’
lifeless body from the grave and translated Him to the right hand of the Father, that
same Spirit has been sent into my heart by Jesus Christ to do exactly the same work
with the same might and power on the inside of me and I liberate the Holy Spirit to
do this work today by my declarations and the words that I speak through which I
partake of the divine nature.

I declare the Spirit of God sustained every single infirmity, kept me whole and safe,
infusing every cell in my body and every organ in my body with the very life and
substance of Jesus; making every cell pregnant with the life of God, renewing my
youth as the eagle’s, keeping me whole and healthy throughout the year 2021.
The life of God, every single day was pumped into my body, sustaining me, keeping
me free of any form or manifestation of death in the environment, for I dwell in the
secret place of the Most High, abiding under the shadow of the Almighty. For God
has given His angels charge concerning me and they guard and guide me every
single day of 2021. I never dash my foot against any stone and I am upheld
supernaturally by angels. I declare that through their ministry, it is only with my eyes I
see the reward of the wicked upon them; no evil comes near my dwelling place for I
have made the Lord alone my fortress.
I declare that in Him do I trust and I abide under the shadow of His wings. In my
going out and the going out of every single member of my family, angels of God are
assigned to go out with them wherever they are on the surface of this earth; and in
our coming in, angels stand tall and erect, protecting and guarding every member of
my family. I see these mighty angels at work and because of their operations in my
family through the blood covenant I have with the Father, it is only with my eyes I see
the reward of the wicked; nothing comes near my dwelling place or touches any
member of my family.
I speak into this year 2021 – a blessed year it has been, as the Spirit of God
manifested Himself and the inheritance of God was revealed in my life. In the place
where I work with my hands, the benefits I have received in the year 2021 is not the
salary that I have gotten. I am right there working for Jesus Christ with the
singleness of heart, faithfully doing it as unto the Lord, handling the business that I
have in my hands. As I help customers and clients, I treat it as I am helping my own
self and serving my own self with excellence, honour and with respect. I search out
what will minister to the very needs of the people and do my own homework and
minister unto these people through the work of my hands as I am in the vineyard of
the Lord, serving Jesus Christ.
The reward I have received in 2021 is beyond material gain, Jesus Christ Himself
has rewarded me with my eternal inheritance. He has bestowed His mercy upon the
works of my hands, so to everybody around as they see the results of this
inheritance in my life, the unsearchable riches of Christ manifesting right in my life in
2021, as the Lord has opened up my eyes and I have seen massive opportunities,
and I have utilised these opportunities and established powerful things on the earth
that my children and their children partake of this inheritance if Jesus tarries; these
things are running independent of what I am doing presently with my own hands.
Massive opportunities that God opened up unto me; this is what 2021 has delivered
as the Spirit of God has rewarded me, my faithfulness to the people, by leading me
aright and opening up my eyes to this inheritance. This inheritance, the commercial
value is beyond precious silver and gold. It has delivered wealth into my family and
this wealth has been established within my lineage. Generations coming after me
benefit as a result of what the Spirit of God opened my eyes to see as the reward for

the service that I rendered to humanity, not cheating any person, not being double
minded in what I was doing, but with a singleness of heart as unto the Lord I served
humanity, found out what I was to give to them and I ministered this in a spirit of
excellence.
So I speak into the year 2021 – a glorious year you have been unto me. My labour
has drank of the rain of heaven. God’s ideas, insights and strategies have come
directly from the Spirit of God entering into what I am doing with my hands and
delivered great results in my life. In this year 2021, I entered into all the growth
opportunities that God presented unto me, for it’s a season of restoration, a season
of dramatic growth and a season of complete recovery in the mighty name of Jesus
Christ, Amen and Amen.

-In the name of Jesus Christ, I declare I come on the grounds of the blood of Jesus. I
declare that Jesus was wounded for my transgressions. I declare that Jesus was
bruised for my iniquities. I say the chastisement of my peace was laid upon Jesus
and by the stripes on the back of Jesus Christ I am healed and whole from the crown
of my head to the soles of my feet.
I speak into the year 2021, I have walked through you completely whole and healthy
with the Spirit of God infusing every cell and organ of mine every single day with the
life of Jesus. So throughout the year 2021, I state and I declare my youth is renewed
as the eagle's. The Spirit of God sustains the infirmity of my flesh. Also, the Spirit of
God opened up my mind, opened up the eyes of my understanding and the table
that God prepared right before me in the presence of opposition I saw it very clearly
and I fed upon it every single day.
For my experience in 2021 was morning by morning I obtained mercy and God
opened up my ears to hear as the learned. Every single day I grow in faith, every
single day I grow in the stature of Christ and every single day I grow in favour with
God and with man. I saw the presence of God manifested in greater measure in my
life and I saw people every single day; their disposition of favour towards me grew.
Every single person in authority that could be of help unto me, in 2021 they opened
up their doors and they became nursing fathers and mothers. They lifted me up with
their own arms and put all their resources and goodwill behind me.
2021 I speak right into you – you are a year that I experienced the restoration of God
in my life. All the years that the cankerworm stole, all the opportunities I missed in
the past were all restored back unto me in the year 2021. You have been such a full
year, every single day as it is written in scripture, God loaded me with some special
gift. Every day I experienced a miracle, small, medium large but all mercies of God
bestowed upon me.
I see the days of 2021, days that God opened up the door of His temple and caused
the river of life to flow into every single day of the year. Days of manifestation of
God's life. Every single thing I prayed about, everything I confessed consciously,

God exceeded all of my expectations in meeting everything with details and then He
went beyond everything I was praying for and fulfilled this scripture – doing
exceedingly abundantly above what I asked or thought according to His power at
work in me. He began to guide me from day 1, to teach me His way in every single
situation, opened up my eyes into the realm of the Spirit, and as my Shepherd Jesus
led and protected me.
In 2021, He made me to lie down in this green pasture; a place where I flourished
from a position of rest, led me beside still waters, a year of peace and harmony in my
life and then He opened up His Kingdom agenda unto me and brought forth the
riches of His glorious inheritance in me kept from ages and generations past. Having
fulfilled all of my own desires, 2021 became the year of open doors. Massive things
that I would never have imagined, the Holy Spirit birthed in the place of prayer and
took the work of my hands under the influence of the rain of heaven. Ideas and
concepts out of heaven supplied by the Spirit of God; took the work of my hands and
placed it on the global stage.
It was a massive quantum leap I experienced, a massive quantum leap, a sudden
and dramatic breakthrough that I experienced in 2021. The game changer of my
destiny that changed the entire landscape of my life and brought me into a new
space, a large and wealthy place without any form of scarceness. This has been my
experience with God in this year 2021.
I have experienced the mercy of God and His faithfulness in my life opened up my
eyes to growth opportunities all around me; treasures hidden in secret places, riches
kept in darkness from others by the Spirit of wisdom and revelation. He brought me
into the knowledge of these things; things I would have completely missed, His plan
that would never have readily occurred to my own mind, a distant place from where I
was, the Holy Spirit opened it up unto me and showed me that this is your true land,
this is the place you are to operate in and this is the high calling I have upon your
life.
And then, the Holy Ghost summoned me and said unto me in 2021, come up hither
to this mountain, to this new place I have called you into and I rejoicing and giving
Him praise, He taught me that the way to ascend is to rejoice in the fulfilment of it.
And as I started rejoicing in awe of God, fearful about what He was showing me
beyond my own reach and capacity; as I began to sing praises, I started ascending
up that mountain of glory, and suddenly in my own environment people began to
show up, openings began to happen and I began to see what I kept secretly in my
own heart and praised and worshipped God over that would have been considered
as madness to express it as my dream and vision, it started crystallising all around
me. And this has been my highlight in 2021 – direct action of the Holy Ghost in my
life, the manifestation of God Himself beyond my own imagination, my own plans
and even my own prayers.
God descended and opened up the treasures of heaven into my life in the name of
Jesus Christ. We give God thanks, we give Him praise for His presence, for His
mighty works in 2021 in the name of Jesus Christ.

-I declare in the name of Jesus Christ and I give witness to this that in the year 2021 I
saw the hand of God stretched out over my life; God performing signs and wonders.
Everything I imagined and prayed for, everything I stood on the ground or listening at
the cross over service on the 31st, God fulfilled with remarkable speed. God opened
up a massive door unto me and said now I have done your own program, here is my
own program for you. This is my own experience in the year 2021 as God exceeded
all of my expectations, fulfilled all of my own expectations.
As Peter sought for fish and Jesus fulfilled it in exceeding measure and then opened
up the dimension of the kingdom unto him, so also has God done unto me in the
name of Jesus. He opened up a massive door unto me in 2021 that literarily
changed the landscape of my life, He changed things even for generations to come.
My children shall benefit in huge ways out of what God wrought in 2021 and they
shall reap a massive reward from this 21-day fast I entered into. For the door God
opened in this year 2021 is massive and huge. He has rend the heavens into two
and done terrible things in righteousness in my life. He opened up a door unto me
from the temple of God and a massive river of life flowed from the throne of grace
into my life. This river carried me into unprecedented places in the year 2021. It has
taken me into new networks of people, opened up nations of the earth unto me. It is
the move of the spirit within my life in this year 2021 in the name of Jesus.

-I declare in the name of Jesus Christ, I come on the grounds of the blood of Jesus
and I say in the name of Jesus, Jesus was wounded for my transgressions, bruised
for my iniquities the chastisement of my peace was laid upon Christ and by the
stripes of Jesus Christ I am healed. Through the blood of Jesus Christ, I have been
redeemed, the ransom has been paid in full for my life, Jesus Christ is my Lord – He
is in complete control of my life. Jesus has sent forth His Spirit into my heart so that I
can do the works that He did and greater works than those.
I therefore stir up the Holy Spirit within me, I declare Your might has been unleashed
in the year 2021; I was separated from my mother’s womb as the servant of God in
whom He shall be glorified. You have glorified Jesus in my life by performing and
executing things in the year 2021 beyond the ordinary.
I declare in the name of Jesus, every single goal I set, every single thing I turn to
God in prayer for alone, God has performed every single thing, executed it in detail
in 2021. My heart is filled with joy unspeakable, full of glory by reason of the
manifestation of God and His glory in my life in 2021. The kingdom of God literally
appeared in my mortal flesh, all tears were wiped away, death swallowed up in
victory. God turned the situation around for me and I have entered into my

dreamland. God also did exceedingly abundantly above all I could ask or think,
according to His power that is at work in me. He has opened up His treasure – the
kingdom, and I have entered into my inheritance in Christ. This is way beyond
anything I thought or planned. The Spirit of God has opened my mind up in this year
2021 into these treasures He has hidden on this earth for generations past.
I am now living the life in Christ, my true identity in this life is unveiled, the genius of
the Spirit of God is manifested through my mind. Everything I set my mind upon
prospers, I am making satisfactory progress, even the supposed appearance of
darkness was actually light unto me. Every single thing worked perfectly, everything
that irritated me in 2021 opened up a door for me, I am living the life of the Spirit.
God has brought me into a wealthy place, yet I bow before Him every morning
worshipping Him in Spirit and in truth returning all of the glory and praise unto Him.
I remain focused upon my objectives, God has opened up a massive door, I am
entering into nations I never thought about, yet I remained focused on the kingdom;
spent time everyday praying in the spirit, reading my bible, worshipping Jesus. I am
not afraid of the gospel even though I now sit with kings and I sit among princes yet
the testimony of Jesus remains on my lips and my discipline in Christ is intact. Jesus
is the treasure of my life, the material abundance He has given unto me cannot
compare with His presence on the inside of me.
I am rooted in Jesus Christ, all of these abundance and success cannot shake me, I
plan everything around Jesus and even the world and those that believe different
respect me for my commitment to my God and they can see the proof of Jesus in my
life. For this year 2021, I have taken massive strives; every single month of the year
something new and powerful appears in my life. God has opened up a massive door
unto me, I’m basking in the glory of the Lord enjoying His presence as I behold Him
restoring the garden of Eden. I have truly discovered God and experienced His love.
2021 is full, 2021 is powerful, the year of my recovery and restoration, Lord I bless
you and thank you for this and I come to offer praise in the mighty name of Jesus
Christ of Nazareth.

--In the name of Jesus Christ, I come on the grounds of the shed blood of Jesus. For
through the blood of Jesus Christ God has created a new and living witness right into
the holiest of all and through His redemption I can now receive the promise of the
eternal inheritance.
I therefore, come on the grounds of the blood of Jesus, the blood that grants me
access and I say Jesus was wounded for my transgressions; Jesus was bruised for
my iniquities, the chastisement of my peace was laid upon Jesus and by the stripes
on the backs of Jesus Christ, I am healed. From the crown of my head to the soles of
my feet I am healed by the stripes of Jesus. The same Spirit that raised up Jesus’
lifeless body from the grave and translated him to the right hand of the Father, that
same spirit has been sent into my heart by Jesus Christ to do exactly the same

works with the same might and power on the inside of me. I liberate the Holy Spirit to
do this work today.
By my declarations, and the words that I speak through which partake of the divine
nature; I declare the Spirit of God sustains every single infirmity, kept me whole and
safe, infusing every cell in my body and every organ in my body with the very life and
substance of Jesus, making every cell pregnant with the life of God; renewing my life
as the eagle’s, keeping me whole and healthy throughout the year 2021.
The life of God every single day was pumped into my body sustaining me, keeping
me free of any form or manifestation of death in the environment; for I dwell in the
secret place of the Most High, abiding under the shadow of the Almighty. For God
has given His angels charge concerning me and they guard and guide me every
single day of 2021. I never dash my foot against any stone and I am upheld
supernaturally by angels. I declare that through their ministry it is only with my eyes I
see the rewards of the wicked upon them. No evil comes near my dwelling place for I
have made the Lord alone my fortress. I declare that in Him do I trust and I abide
under the shadow of His wings.
In my going out and the going out of every single member of my family, angels of
God are assigned to go out with them wherever they are on the surface of this earth;
and in our coming in, angels stand tall and erect protecting and guarding every
member of my family. I see these mighty angels at work and because of their
operations in my family, through the blood covenant I have with my Father it is only
with my eyes I see the reward of the wicked. Nothing comes near my dwelling place
or touches any member of my family.
I speak into this year 2021, a blessed year it has been as the Spirit of God
manifested Himself and the inheritance of God was revealed in my life. In the place
where I work with my hands, the benefits I have received in the year 2021 is not the
salary that I have gotten. I am right there working for Jesus Christ with the
singleness of heart, faithfully doing it as unto the Lord; handling the business that I
have in my hands as I help customers and clients. I treat it as I am helping my own
self and serving my own self with excellence, honour and with respect. I search out
what will minister to the very needs of the people and do my own homework and
minister to these people through the works of my hands, as I am in the vineyard of
the Lord serving Jesus Christ.
The reward I have received in 2021 is beyond material things. Jesus Christ himself
has rewarded me with my eternal inheritance. He has bestowed His mercy upon the
work of my hands; so to everybody around as they see the results of this inheritance
in my life, the unsearchable riches of Christ manifesting right in my life in 2021 as the
Lord has opened up my eyes and I have seen massive opportunities and I have
utilized these opportunities and established powerful things on the earth that my
children and their children partake of this inheritance if Jesus tarries.
These things are running independent of what I am doing presently with my own
hands. Massive opportunities that God opened up onto me; this is what 2021 has

delivered unto me as the Spirit of God has rewarded me, my faithfulness to the
people, by leading me aright and opening up my eyes to this inheritance.
This inheritance; the commercial value is beyond precious silver and gold. It has
delivered wealth into my family and this wealth has been established within my
lineage, generations coming after me benefits as a result of what the Spirit of God
opened my eyes to see as the reward for the service that I rendered to humanity; not
cheating any person, not being double-minded in what I was doing but with a
singleness of heart as unto the Lord I served humanity, found out what I was to give
to them and I ministered this in a spirit of excellence.
I speak into the 2021, a glorious year you have been onto me; my labour has drunk
of the rains of heaven. God's ideas, insights and strategies have come directly from
the Spirit of God entering into what I am doing with my hands and delivered great
results in my life. In this year 2021, I entered into all the growth opportunities that
God presented onto me; for it is a season of restoration, a season of dramatic growth
and a season of complete recovery in the mighty name of Jesus Christ.

-In the name of Jesus Christ, I declare I come on the grounds of the blood of Jesus
Christ. Jesus was wounded for my transgressions, Jesus was bruised for my iniquity,
the chastisement of my peace was laid upon him and by the strides of Jesus Christ I
am healed from the crown of my head to the soles of my feet.
The Holy Spirit infuses the life of Jesus Christ and He has caused the life of Jesus to
be made manifest in my flesh; for my body is the temple of the Holy Spirit bought by
the blood of Jesus Christ and an instrument in the hands of the Spirit of God to
manifest the glory of Jesus Christ in my flesh. So, I stand upright from the crown of
my head to the soles of my feet, perfect in sound health. Through the blood of Jesus
Christ, there is remission of all my sins.
I declare in the name of Jesus, the Father has set me free, the ransom has been
paid in full for my own life. God has brought me out of the influence of wickedness
and any form of darkness. My life on this earth is hid with Christ inside Him. So, I
declare today the blood of Jesus speaks powerful things into my life. The blood of
Jesus Christ makes powerful things into 2021. Through the blood of Jesus Christ,
the heavens are opened up over my life.
Every single day of the year 2021, I have experienced the love of the Father; in a
tangible way He manifested Himself unto me every single day. What a different year
2021 is – a year that my life is enveloped in the love of the Father. Every single thing
that has happened beyond the reach of man, every single prayer of mine answered
and manifested all as an experience of the love the Father has for me.
I experienced the love of the Father in a way in the year 2021 that it literally
produced goose bumps all over my body; for His power was tangible and real. First
of all, God exceeded all of my expectations, every single prayer I offered up, every
single goal I wrote down on the 31st, God by His grace, crunched time together and

every single thing was manifested very early in the year 2021. Then God with His
power at work in my life went beyond all of my own expectations, and my own
prayers and brought me into things I had never imagined.
He poured forth His Spirit right into my life, granted me thoughts, ideas and
concepts; He revealed unto me things that the Earth was pregnant with, He showed
me all those ideas and those thoughts and He revealed onto me the strategies and
the ways in which every single one of them will materialize. 2021 is a revelation of
the Spirit of God; mighty and massive things occurring in my life by the Holy Spirit.
I am swimming in the river of the Spirit in this year 2021. Every single month of the
year something new sprang forth out of the earth. God has blessed me beyond my
wildest expectations and imagination. The work of my hands, drank of the rains of
the waters of heaven. The same rain that fell just before Adam was created that
caused God to mould Adam from the ground, so also, I have done exploits by this
rain.
The thoughts and the ideas of God entering into my heart; the revelation of how he
gets things done – His strategies, permeated my soul and this in turn has brought
forth strategic individuals into my life, 100% supportive people that are bridges into
the places in which God has ordained for me. They made things happen so fast, they
made things happen so easy; every single idea, thought and opportunity that God
presented (and this He did in abundant measure in 2021), every single thing was
translated into reality immediately because of these strategic people He brought into
my life. I never knew life could be this easy; I never knew productivity and increase
could be this easy. But through the rain of heaven, it is from a place of rest that I am
producing and bringing about great increase in the land.
Yes, I described 2021 as the year in which my barns were filled with plenty and my
wine dresses burst forth with new wine. Now, this charity foundation I always thought
about, through the abundance of the supply of God, has now come into focus as I
enter into my kingdom mandate in this year 2021. The real work that God has called
me to do upon this earth, all of the resources that He has supplied in abundant
measure is directly connected to this service He wants me to render upon the earth –
to go into the world, as a person of might and strength, and to transform the lives of
people; to pick up groups of four people, and to completely transform their lives with
the wisdom that He has given to me from heaven and the material substance He has
placed in my hands in abundant measure.
2021 was a year of restoration, a year of demonstration, a year in which the authority
of God was manifested in my life, and a year of the unveiling of who I really am on
this earth. My true identity began to emerge out of my flesh. The very things that God
has written about me in the scriptures, I boldly began to enter into the fullness of
these things; manifesting the divinity of God in my flesh, through the rare ideas and
insights that I was bringing forth; products and services that came out of my mind.
Such a wonderful year 2021 is – basking in the love of Jesus Christ. And every time I
felt a pinch in the environment, and a contrary wind seemed to be blowing, it became
a season of my multiplication and a season of my divine promotion. The whole of

2021 is enveloped in the power and the influence of the Holy Spirit, as the rivers of
life from the throne of grace have been poured forth, and they have entered into
every single moment, and every single space in the year 2021. I can only describe
this year as divine, one in which the shekinah glory of God that caused men to fall in
the temple was manifest in my life, and that happened every single day of the year in
the mighty name of Jesus Christ, Amen.

-I declare in the name of Jesus I come on the grounds of the blood of Jesus Christ
and say He was wounded for my transgressions, Jesus was bruised for my iniquities,
the chastisement of my own peace was laid upon Jesus on the cross and by the
stripes on the back of Jesus Christ I am healed from the crown of my head to the
soles of my feet.
The Holy Spirit that raised up Jesus Christ from the dead has quickened my mortal
body; He manifests the very life of Jesus inside my body so every single cell within
me and every single organ within me is functioning perfectly and any foreign
substance that wants to gain entrance in to my body, because of the life of Jesus
Christ that my entire being is pregnant with, that foreign substance – be it bacteria, a
virus or any form of disease, dies the moment it touches my body. For my body is
the temple of the Holy Spirit and the Spirit that raised up Jesus has glorified Him in
my mortal flesh.
So, I spend the entire 2021 in a state of perfect health, standing straight and erect,
going through all my emotions every single day without a taint on my body of any
form of disfunction. I declare the same Spirit has given me the Spirit of wisdom and
revelation; He has opened up the eyes of my mind. I am a totally different person
with this experience on the inside of me; I have rare insights into things, I see
beyond this natural realm, I see into the realm of the Spirit as I look upon things.
As I listen to conversations, I hear on two levels – the physical level and also inside
the realm of the spirit. When I behold things, I see on two levels at least – one level
is the physical and the second, I see into the realm of the spirit. To any body of
information you give me, any data that I behold, it is with remarkable insight and not
of this world I see and I process the data. This is why I easily recognize the
opportunities God has placed all around me; powerful opportunities within my reach
that I will not have to extend myself beyond my resources and these opportunities lie
before me, several of them that I behold more than I can even execute.
So, one of my acts of charity is to distribute insights and rare foresight to other
people to run with because the thoughts God has towards me are much more than
can be numbered. Through my own utilization of the opportunities, my cup runs over
in abundant measure throughout the year 2021 for my land drinks of the rains of
heaven, the works of my hands are blessed with this insight, I see rare opportunities
where I am and I have demonstrated the Spirit of God.

The blessing of Abraham that rested upon Jacob, that rested upon Isaac, that rested
upon Joseph is manifest in my own life in this year 2021 – a year of unusual
progress, a year of quantum leaps, a year of massive acceleration by reason of the
anointing of God operational within me in the mighty name of Jesus Christ, Amen.
___________________________________________________________________

In the name of Jesus Christ, we speak into the life of every member of the Covenant
Nation and upon us corporately. In the name of Jesus Christ, we speak these words
into the life of every member of the Covenant Nation and upon us corporately. We
pronounce the blessing of Abraham upon us; the full manifestations of the Spirit of
God into our lives.
We declare that this 21-day fast has ushered every single person and the nation as
an entity into a new season. We have witnessed a massive outpouring of the Spirit of
God in the Covenant Nation, and this has placed the supernatural realm at the
fingertips of every single member, both young and old. We have corporately and
individually stepped into a realm of wisdom and power, blessed with rare insight into
the true nature of things and we possess organizational intelligence
The Holy Spirit worked deep within our hearts during this fast, opened our eyes to
see faults hidden within us; this we have humbly rectified in obedience to His
nudging. By our obedience to the corrective voice of the Spirit we have now entered
into our inheritance. The lines are falling unto us in pleasant places and we are
eating the good of this land.
The Covenant nation has subdued all horns of wickedness in the land and has
arisen as a mighty compassionate army working in the power of the Holy Spirit. The
fame of God works in our midst. The fame of God's mighty works in our midst has
spread throughout the earth. We have possessed this city and this nation as our
inheritance. The horns of wickedness have been subdued and individuals within this
congregation have arisen as kings and nations on the earth.
Members of the Covenant Nation are in firm grip of every sector of this country's
economy, for we are the governing Church in the land. Every member of this nation
is blessed with ears that hear, blessed with eyes that see. We see the abundance of
opportunities God has placed before us, we do not break ranks but walk in perfect
love towards each other. We speak no evil of any member of this nation but cover
one another in love. We protect each other and build a hedge around the life of every
single member in the name of Jesus Christ. Amen.

--In the name of Jesus Christ, we speak into the life of every member of the Covenant
Nation and upon us corporately. We pronounce the blessing of Abraham upon us –
the full manifestations of the Spirit of God in our lives. We pronounce the Blessing of
Abraham upon every member of the Covenant Nation where they are, the full
manifestations of the Spirit of God. We declare that this 21-day fast has ushered us

into a new season. We have witnessed a massive outpouring of the Spirit, and this
has placed the supernatural realm within the fingertips of every single member of the
church, both young and old.
By the massive outpouring of the Spirit that has occurred during this fast, the
supernatural realm is now at the fingertips of every single member of this nation,
both young and old.
We have corporately and individually stepped into a realm of wisdom and power. We
are blessed with rare insight into the true nature of things; we possess an unusual
ability to recognize opportunities in our environment and we manifest organizational
and administrative intelligence.
The Holy Spirit worked deep within our hearts during this fast, opened up our eyes to
see faults hidden within which we have humbly rectified in obedience. The Holy Spirit
worked deep within our hearts during this fast to bring us into perfect alignment with
the Father. He opened our eyes to see the fault hidden within which we have humbly
rectified and adjusted to in obedience. By this obedience to the corrective voice of
the Spirit, we have entered into our inheritance on the earth. The lines are now
falling unto us in pleasant places. Every single thing is working out right in our lives,
and we are eating the good of the land.
The Covenant nation has subdued all horns of wickedness in the land and have
arisen as a mighty compassionate army walking in the power of the Holy Spirit. The
fame of God's mighty works within us has spread throughout the entire earth. The
Covenant nation has subdued all the horns of wickedness in the land, and has arisen
as a mighty army compassionate army, working in the power of the Holy Spirit. The
fame of God's mighty works within us has spread throughout the entire earth.
We have possessed this city in which we dwell, and the nation as our inheritance.
The horns of wickedness have been subdued, and individuals within the
congregation are rising up and are kings and nations on the earth. The horns of
wickedness have been subdued. The trajectory of the individuals, the lives of the
individuals within the church moves up with great acceleration and within this
congregation – The Covenant nation, individuals have arisen as kings and nations
on the earth. Members of the Covenant Nation are in firm grip of every sector of this
country's economy, for we are the governing church in the land.
Every member of this nation is blessed with eyes that see, ears that hear. We see
the abundance of God's opportunities He has placed before us, and we execute with
flawlessness. We do not break ranks, but walk in perfect love one towards another.
We speak no evil of any member of this nation but cover one another in love. We
protect each other and have built a hedge around the life of every single member for
we surround them this moment with faith and love; and we draw the blood line over
every single member of this church and declare to the forces of darkness, your rod
cannot rest upon the lot of any member here in the mighty name of Jesus. Amen.

---

In the name of Jesus Christ, we speak into the life of every member of the Covenant
Nation and upon us corporately. We pronounce the blessing of Abraham upon us –
the full manifestations of the Spirit of God at work inside our lives.
We declare that this 21-day fast has ushered us all into a new season. We have
witnessed a massive outpouring of the Spirit, and this has placed the supernatural
realm at the fingertips of every single member of the Covenant Nation.
The Holy Spirit has granted unto each one of us eyes that see the wisdom of God
and utterance to declare these things for signs and wonders upon the earth. We
have corporately and individually stepped into a realm of wisdom and power. We are
blessed with rare insight into the true nature of things, and administrative and
organizational intelligence.
The Holy Spirit worked deep inside our hearts during this fast, and opened up our
eyes to see faults hidden within which we have responded to, humbly rectified in
obedience to God. By our obedience to the corrective voice of the Spirit we entered
into our inheritance on this earth. The lines are falling unto us in pleasant places. Our
steps are ordered by the Lord, and we are eating of the good of the land.
The Covenant nation has subdued all horns of wickedness in the land and has
arisen as a mighty compassionate army walking in the power and manifestation of
the Holy Spirit. The fame of God's mighty works within us has spread throughout all
the earth, as every single person is experiencing sudden and dramatic
breakthroughs in their lives.
We have possessed this city, and this nation as our inheritance. The horns of
wickedness have been subdued, and individuals within this congregation of the
Covenant Nation have arisen as kings and nations upon the earth. They stand as
institutions on this earth. Members of the Covenant Nation are in firm grip of every
sector of the economy of this country, for we are the governing church in the land.
Every member of this nation is now blessed with eyes that see, blessed with ears
that hear. We see the abundance of God's opportunities He has placed all around
us, and we execute these things with excellence. We do not break ranks, but walk in
perfect love one towards each other. We speak no evil of any member of this nation
but cover one another in love. We protect each other and have built a hedge round
about every single member of this nation in the name of Jesus Christ.

--In the name of Jesus Christ of Nazareth, we declare as the Covenant Nation, as a
kingdom of priests, that we have come on the grounds of the blood of Jesus Christ;
and we declare that Jesus Christ was wounded for our transgressions, Jesus was
bruised for our iniquities, the chastisement of our peace was laid upon Jesus, and by
the stripes of Jesus Christ, we are completely whole and healed. We as a nation of
priests and kings, agree and speak with one voice, the voice of the blood of Jesus
Christ, into the earth.

We speak into the lives of every single member of the Covenant Nation, we declare
to all forces of darkness, that in the name of Jesus Christ, through the blood of Jesus
the ransom has been paid in full for our lives. We have been bought out of the
influence of darkness and we have been delivered from the influence and every form
of wickedness by the ransom that was paid through the blood of Jesus Christ as he
hung on that cross for us.
Therefore, on the grounds of the sacrifice of Jesus, as the lamb of God that was
offered up on this earth, we appropriate the blessings of that sacrifice over every
single member of the Covenant Nation. We stand in the gap this day and build a
hedge round about every single person. We declare unto you father, that you have
asked for someone to stand in the gap, and if you'll find one man that stands in the
gap for others, and presents the ransom that was paid for that individual; You will
avert the consequence of that person's wrongdoing from their own head.
Therefore, this moment, we declare and present the blood of Jesus Christ to You
father, over every single member of the Covenant Nation and therefore, in the spirit
realm we declare and we shift any judgment or consequence of wrongdoing that
should be appropriated into the lives of any single member of this nation. We shift
that judgment, and pronounce the mercy of God over their lives. We take authority
over that situation, and we declare unto You father, the soul shall be corrected by
instruction. The soul within our midst shall be brought into a place of repentance, by
the conviction of the Spirit and not through the act of judgment, which will administer
death.
We make this pronouncement over them; there is no excuse for their sins. They shall
repent of every wrongdoing but the repentance we declare shall occur by the word of
God which is a two-edged sword that shall pierce into the dividing asunder of their
soul and spirit, and through the outpouring of the Spirit received during this fast, they
shall come to a place of conviction and turn away from their wrongdoing.
This we declare over every single person; that the lawful captive is set free, that the
prey of the mighty has been snatched this moment and brought into a place of
safety, a place of repentance, and a place of the bestowing of the mercy of God. We
surround every single person with faith and love, we bring them under the protective
hedge of the blood of Jesus Christ.
We stand in the gap over each member of the Covenant Nation, and we pronounce
in the name of Jesus that Satan and all you forces of darkness, you're rendered
inoperative in their lives. For the Covenant Nation is a city of refuge, a sanctuary city,
that men run into it and they are covered by the utterances that we make concerning
the ransom that was paid in full for their lives. They have entered into a city of
refuge, where vengeance cannot be taken over their wrongdoings. But by the blood
of Jesus Christ, and through the ministry of the Holy Spirit, they come into a place of
repentance, and they enter into a season of fruitfulness having obeyed the
instructions of God as their heart came to a place of conviction.
Therefore, we declare over every single member of the Covenant Nation, you are
covered but you are responsible. We also declare that you have entered into a new

season, a season of complete restoration. All the years that the cankerworm stole,
they are restored back unto you in the name of Jesus Christ.
We declare in the name of Jesus to the heavens, restore. We prophesy a season of
restoration over your life, you enter into a place of abundance, beauty comes out of
the ashes. We declare these over your life, that you have entered into a new season,
a new heaven has been planted over your life, and your steps are ordered aright by
the mercy of God on this earth in the mighty name of Jesus Christ. Amen.

--In the name of Jesus Christ, we speak into the life of every single member of the
Covenant Nation and speak into the body corporately. I pronounce the blessing of
Abraham and declare every single person blessed with the full manifestations of the
Spirit in their life today. I stir up the Holy Spirit within every single person and the
body as a whole and each individual reaps of the benefits of the presence of the
Spirit within them.
I declare this 21-day fast has ushered every single person into a new season in their
lives. We have witnessed a massive outpouring of the Spirit of God upon us. This
has placed the supernatural realm on the fingertips of every single member of the
Covenant Nation; each person has a perfect understanding of how to work in the
realm of the miraculous.
We have corporately and individually stepped into a new realm of wisdom and
power. We are blessed with rare insights into the true nature of things and also
empowered with administrative and organizational intelligence. Every single member
of the Covenant Nation is blessed with the gifts of discerning of spirits, rare insights
into the true nature of things and also organizational intelligence knowing how to put
two and two together. The Holy Spirit worked deep within our hearts during this fast
and opened up our eyes to see faults hidden within, unconscious patterns and
habits.
We have humbly obeyed the voice of the Spirit and made the necessary
adjustments. By this obedience to the corrective voice of the Spirit of God, God has
brought us into a broad and wealthy place as we have entered into our inheritance.
We pronounce this grace upon every single member of the Covenant Nation. The
lines are fallen unto us in pleasant places and we are eating the good of this land.
The Covenant Nation has subdued all the horns of wickedness in this land and so
has arisen in this land as a mighty compassionate army walking in the power of the
Holy Spirit. And the fame of the mighty works of God within our midst has spread
throughout the entire earth.
We have possessed this city and this nation as our inheritance. The horns of
wickedness have been subdued; and so, individuals within the congregation have
now arisen as kings and nations on the earth. Members of the Covenant Nation have
a firm grip on every single sector of the economy of this country for we are the
governing church in the land.

Every member of this nation is blessed with eyes that recognizes opportunities. We
do not break ranks but walk in perfect love one towards another. We speak no evil of
any member of this nation. We cover one another in love and support one another.
We protect each other and we have built a hedge round about the lives of every
single member of this nation. We declare the blood of Jesus Christ over their lives
this moment and cancel any work that the enemy has planned to do in their lives in
the name of Jesus Christ. Amen.

--In the name of Jesus Christ, we declare as The Covenant Nation, a kingdom of
priests, that we have come on the grounds of the blood of Jesus Christ. We declare
that Jesus was wounded for our transgressions, Jesus was bruised for our iniquities,
the chastisement of our peace was laid upon him and by the stripes of Jesus Christ,
we pronounce that every single member of the Covenant Nation is healed from the
crown of their heads right into the soles of their feet. We speak life into every single
part of their body and declare that they are whole and everything functions well.
We as a nation of priests and kings agree and declare; we speak with the voice of
the blood of Jesus and we declare to you forces of darkness and all the horns of
wickedness in the land that God has exalted our horn of salvation on the grounds of
the blood of Jesus Christ over and above your sound. We therefore neutralize your
sound, and we cast you horns of wickedness out of our midst. For through the blood
of Jesus Christ, the ransom has been paid in full for our lives. We have been bought
out of the influence of darkness, and every form of wickedness by the ransom that
was paid in full, through the blood of Jesus Christ as He died on the cross for us.
We therefore declare unto you satan, we are completely delivered out of your hands;
your verbal accusation spoken in secret or publicly by any agent of yours on the
earth against any member of the Covenant Nation, or spoken into their lives, that
accusation and cloud of darkness is hereby brought under divine judgment by the
highest authority on the earth - the collective voice of the church of Jesus. We use
the name given unto us, and by the name of Jesus Christ we cancel the effects of
these words and therefore announce that it is the sound of our voice that shall be
heard. The sound of our voice shapes the events in the lives of every member of The
Covenant nation by reason of this fast and your horns subdued.
We declare that a season of restoration has now been released into the lives of
everyone. All the years the cankerworm stole is restored back to you in the name of
Jesus; anything that might be missing or broken is restored and made whole in the
name of Jesus Christ. We declare that you emerge out of the caves, that you
emerge out of hidden places and we announce every single member of this nation;
you are set up on a hill, you are made visible to your generation and your works
shine forth for you are the head and not the tail in the mighty name of Jesus Christ.
Amen.

---

In the name of Jesus Christ, I speak into the life of every single member of the
Covenant Nation and I speak over the body corporately. These words of life that I
declare out of my lips enters into the lives of the people, shapes the events of their
lives, and manifest the glory of God on this earth within their lives in the name of
Jesus. I pronounce the blessing of Abraham upon every single member of the
nation, the full manifestations of the Spirit of God within us.
I declare that this 21-day fast has ushered in a new season – a season of
unprecedented fruitfulness, a season of growth and a season of multiplication. The
next three years of our lives; every single member of the nation, the next three years
of our lives is characterized by supernatural growth, supernatural increase and
multiplication by the mercy of God.
I declare this afternoon, angels, you are ministering Spirits sent forth to minster for
us who shall be heirs of salvation. You are bringing forth answers to prayers, the
answers to our prayers you are bringing them forth out of the throne of grace right
into our lives and as a nation of priests and kings. We agree upon the earth and with
the voice of the blood of Jesus, we agree to that voice and speak it forth into the
earth. All demonic spirits and all forces of darkness assigned to keep away the
answers to our prayers from reaching us, we bring you under divine judgment this
moment; or assigned to distract us from that which God is placing right before our
eyes, we bring you also under divine judgment this moment.
We declare to all forces of darkness assigned this way; you turn loose the answers
to our prayers. With our words we create a passage for angels to have unrestricted
access right into our lives this moment. We declare in the name of Jesus to the
forces of darkness, in the name of Jesus Christ, your influence over the answers to
our prayers is hereby broken, for we bring you under judgment. For as much as we
are partakers of flesh and blood, Jesus likewise took part of the same, that He might
destroy him that hath the power of death, and set us at liberty upon this earth.
We therefore challenge you forces of darkness, your interference with the answers to
our prayers is unlawful. We judge you this moment and declare that every single
person who has believed God for something and who has been confessing for it, we
declare that during this fast or shortly after the fast, you receive a full manifestation
of the answer to your prayers. For you have been redeemed by the blood of Jesus
Christ, the ransom has been paid in full for our lives and therefore the blessing of
God is released upon us. We are under the judgment and chastisement of God.
Any correction that has to be made in our lives, we release the Holy Spirit and
authorize you that you have the permission as we open up our hearts to your voice,
to speak your corrective word to us, to judge those areas within our lives, illuminate
our minds, cause us to see the adjustments we are to make and we pronounce
grace to us in obedience to the instructions of the Spirit; grace upon the head of
every member of this nation for obedience, humility within their heart, ears that are
opened to hear the instructions, eyes that are opened to see the blessing, rests upon
every single member of this nation.

So, we decree this season is one of open heavens over us, unrestricted access to
angelic ministration. The horns of wickedness are subdued underneath our feet. We
give to the voice, to the blood of Jesus Christ, through which we have been
redeemed. The ransom has been paid for every single blessing. If God did not spare
His only son with Him, He freely gives us all things. Therefore, this moment we
declare a manifestation of all things. We declare a manifestation of all things. We
declare a manifestation of all answers to prayers. We declare the manifestation of
answers to prayers. We call them forth into the lives of every single member of the
nation and upon this nation as a unit, in the mighty name of Jesus Christ. Amen.

---

In the name of Jesus Christ, we speak into the life of every member of the Covenant
nation. We speak these words of life into their lives and we speak it upon the body
corporately. We pronounce the blessing of Abraham upon every single person, your
life is a reflection of the full blessings of the Holy Spirit within you.
We declare this 21-day fast has ushered us into a new season. We declare and
announce this 21-day fast has ushered us into a new season – a season of
fruitfulness, a season of supernatural acceleration. For we have witnessed a
massive outpouring of the Spirit of God into the nation as a whole and into the lives
of every single individual. This has put the supernatural realm at the fingertips of
every single person in the depth of revelation that we receive and in the strength of
the manifestation of the Spirit of God as utterance is granted unto everyone as we
speak forth God's word out of our lips. He stretches out his hand over that which we
speak into, and signs and wonders are made manifest.
We have corporately and individually stepped into a new realm of wisdom and a new
realm of power. Individuals within this nation have emerged out of darkness into
light. Their talents and their gifts have broken loose into the earth, blessing
multitudes. Springs of life and saviours have arisen out of the Covenant nation as a
result of this fast. The invisible ceiling has been cracked, walls of limitations we
declare are falling down and there is a full expression of that which resides in the
people in the mighty name of Jesus Christ.
The Holy Spirit worked deep within us during this fast and opened up our eyes to
hidden faults which we have humbly rectified in obedience. By our obedience to the
corrective voice of the Spirit we have now entered into our inheritance. The lines
have fallen into pleasant places for every single member of this nation, and we are
eating the good of the land.
If any member of this nation is in any form of trouble, by reason of this fast we plead
the blood of Jesus Christ upon them; and by reason of this fast, and the power of
God released through our words, lawful captives are set free now and the prey that
has been taken by the mighty, those who have been held captive by mightier people,
we bring that situation under judgment, and we say you are set free from the
consequences of your mistakes. For lawful captives are free in the name of Jesus
Christ.

We break in the name of Jesus Christ, any form of the demonic entanglement. We
release every single member of this nation from all forms of demonic operation, all
demonic possession. We speak to those spirits of darkness; we draw the bloodline
over every single person, we say they have been bought by the blood of Jesus, they
belong wholly and fully to Jesus Christ. We therefore cast you out of their lives in the
name of Jesus, and turn them loose this moment. Spirits, they are released. Souls,
from all forms of depression.
We rebuke every suicidal thought. We rebuke that spirit of depression. We rebuke
any form of oppression; any form of ailments or spirits of infirmity, trying to latch itself
to the bodies of any person that belongs to this nation. We bring you under divine
judgment now. You foul spirit of darkness and foul spirits of infirmity, you know that
your time is up. This is the corporate anointing of Christ's body releasing power in
the name of Jesus. We command you to turn their bodies lose this moment and they
are set free in the name of Jesus Christ.
We declare in the name of Jesus; every single member of this nation is now gainfully
employed and we speak life into every business, and we declare that the wisdom for
its growth is imparted into the hearts of the leader who is a member of this nation in
the mighty name of Jesus Christ. Amen.

--In the name of Jesus Christ, we speak into the lives of every member of the
Covenant nation. We understand that our words that goes forth out of our lips
coming out of our hearts will not return unto us void but these words set into motion
spiritual laws that will produce manifestations in the lives of every single person.
We pronounce the blessing of Abraham upon us all. We declare the full
manifestations of the Spirit of God within our lives. We declare that this 21-day fast,
we pronounce it and decree that it has ushered every single individual and the
corporate body into a fresh season upon this earth. A brand-new season
characterized by growth, supernatural increase and multiplication on every single
side. We have witnessed a massive outpouring of the Spirit of God upon the
Covenant nation. This has placed the supernatural realm on the fingertips of every
single person, both young and old.
Every single member of the Covenant nation is demonstrating the Spirit of God in
wisdom and power. For we have corporately and individually stepped into a new
realm of wisdom and power, blessed with rare insight to recognize all the
opportunities around us. Our eyes see the opportunities God has placed, and
through this insight we know the true nature of things in the name of Jesus.
Every single member of the nation is blessed with organizational intelligence;
wherever they are in, whichever field they are working, they manifest intellectual
togetherness and mental separation, for the Holy Spirit has worked deep within our
hearts. During this fast, He has opened up our eyes to see hidden faults within us
and we in all humility have rectified it with obedience. By our obedience to the

corrective voice of the Spirit of God, we have all corporately and individually entered
into a wealthy place. The lines are falling unto us in pleasant places, we are eating
the good of the land.
The Covenant nation has subdued all the horns of wickedness in the land and arisen
as a mighty compassionate army working in the power of the Spirit and the fame of
God’s mighty works in our midst spread throughout the entire earth. We have
possessed this city and nation as our inheritance. The horns of wickedness have
been subdued, and by this, individuals within the congregation have arisen in this
nation as kings and as nations. Members of Covenant nation are in firm grip of every
single sector of this country’s economy; for we are the governing church in the land.
We have subdued the horns of wickedness; we have arisen as a mighty army in this
land. Individual members of the congregation are in firm grip of every sector of this
country’s economy for we are the governing church in the land.
Every member of this nation; we pronounce that you have eyes that see and ears
that hear, you see the abundance of opportunities all around you. We declare, this
mighty army, we do not break ranks; we walk in perfect love one towards another.
We speak no evil of any member of this nation, we cover one another in love, we
protect each other and declare this moment, that a spiritual hedge is built around
every single person with the words that we speak. We stand in the gap and plead the
blood of Jesus Christ over every single member of this nation.
The consequence of any mistake that they have made shall not come upon their
head, for as a body we remit their sins, and instead of physical damage in their lives,
they receive deep instructions and correction through the Word of God by which they
come to a place of repentance. We declare in the name of Jesus, everything that you
will set your hand upon prospers. This is the hour of the manifestation of this nation
and every single member, and we speak forth into their lives go forth and prosper in
the land in the name of Jesus, Amen.

--I declare I come on the grounds of the blood of Jesus. Jesus was wounded for all my
transgressions, Jesus was bruised for all my iniquities, the chastisement of my
peace was laid upon Him and by the stripes of Jesus I am healed.
We declare into every single member of the Covenant Nation, we speak right into
their lives this afternoon. We say that by the stripes of Jesus Christ, from the crown
of your head to the soles of your feet, you have been healed. Therefore, the Spirit of
God within you infuses into your body during this fast, the very life and the substance
of Jesus. Your health is renewed as the eagles. We pronounce you healed in the
name of Jesus.
Satan, and all you horns of darkness, we have come corporately as the body of
Christ with the authority in the name of Jesus Christ invested in us and we release
this power from our words into the lives of every single member of the Covenant
nation. First of all, satan, we bring you under divine judgment. We declare that Jesus

was wounded for all our transgressions; for as much as we are partakers of flesh
and blood, Jesus likewise took part of the same and by His acts on the cross, he has
rendered you inoperative in our lives.
Therefore, we declare in the name of Jesus that you are bound from all your
activities in the bodies of any member of this congregation. We bind your right now in
the name of Jesus; you foul spirits of infirmities, you are bound in the name of Jesus
and cast out this moment, in the name of Jesus Christ. We declare Jesus Christ as
our Lord who shed His blood for the remission of all our sins. Jesus gave us the
power to remit sins on the earth and to cause people who have been afflicted by
wrongdoings to pick up their bed, to rise and to walk.
Therefore, every single member of the Covenant nation, we cancel any debts that
you owe in the spirit realm on the grounds of the blood of Jesus Christ. We
pronounce your sins forgiven. We declare unto you that you arise, you take up your
bed and walk. Your life has been restored back onto you in full; you live out the
fullness of your life on this earth. Nothing missing, nothing broken. You fulfil destiny
in the name of Jesus.
We call you forth out of any cave of darkness; we call forth your gifts, your talents,
and your anointing. We declare in the name of Jesus, you are released from the
chains; prison doors are opened up, for lawful captives are set free and those who
have been held as the prey of the mighty, we bring that mighty under judgment, and
every single member of the Covenant Nation is released and walking free right now
in the mighty name of Jesus Christ.
We declare to all forces of darkness, in the name of Jesus, through the blood of
Jesus Christ, we have been redeemed. Through the blood of Jesus Christ, the
ransom has been paid in full for our lives, we have been bought out of your
influence. No evil thoughts, word or outstretch arm can or reach our lives in the
name of Jesus Christ; for we plead the blood of Jesus Christ, that by it, the ransom
has been paid and we are bought out of the influence of any form of wickedness in
the name of Jesus.
We speak forth restoration into the lives of every single member of the Covenant
nation. We declare restoration according to the law of Scriptures; we speak forth the
restoration. We release Angels this moment, go forth into the earth, and minister on
behalf of every single member of the Covenant nation wherever they are; begin to
gather the harvest right into their lives, bring forth every single thing God has
ordained in their lives for the next three years. Go out into the deepest regions of the
earth and bring forth everything that God has promised them in the name of Jesus
Christ.
We declare your movements unhindered on the earth; and pronounce signs,
wonders and miracles by your activities in the mighty name of Jesus Christ. Any
verbal accusation against any individual, business, work of hand, anything that
represents a member of the Covenant Nation, we render those verbal accusations
and horns of wickedness inoperative on the grounds of the sacrifice. We cancel the

effects of those words, we call off any demonic assignment and declare them
completely free, whole and healed in the mighty name of Jesus Christ, Amen.

-In the name of Jesus Christ, we come on the grounds of the blood of Jesus Christ,
He was wounded for our transgression, Jesus Christ was bruised for our iniquity, the
chastisement of our peace was laid upon Jesus and by the stripes of Jesus Christ
we pronounce that every single member of the Covenant Nation from the crown of
your heads to the soles of your feet you are healed by the stripes of Jesus.
We declare that the blood of Jesus speaks better things concerning us. We agree
with what the voice of the blood of Jesus is saying, powerful and unusual things
spoken into 2021. We give voice to what the blood is saying today and we declare to
you forces of darkness – satan, the ransom has been paid in full for our lives. We
have been bought out of your influence, we are seated together with Jesus Christ in
heavenly places far above all of your principalities and your powers for we are in a
blood covenant with the father. He subdues you on every single situation underneath
our feet. So we declare unto you; you are rendered inoperative in our lives for you
are under divine judgement.
Angels you are released this moment to minister in detail in the life of every single
member of the Covenant Nation, You stand right beside them assisting them in
every single thing that they are doing and we declare that you open up doors, you
part the red sea before them as you have made 2021 by your presence a year of the
spectacular with signs and wonders following every single person. We declare to you
forces of darkness based on the ransom paid in full and the authority invested in us
as the church of Jesus Christ on this earth to remit sin.
We pronounce into the life of every member of this nation, wherever you are on the
surface of this earth, if you are held as a lawful captive based on a mistake that you
have made, or you are lawfully held captive or taken prey by the mighty under the
yoke of oppression, we announce what the blood says over you – Jesus has been
wounded for your transgression and because you belong to a body of believers we
declare in the name of Jesus, the hold of satan over your life is broken, the snare
has been broken and as a bird you have flown out of that snare of the fowler, the
snare is broken and you have escaped in the name of Jesus. We bring that snare
and trap under divine judgement. It is shattered in pieces and the lawful captive is
set free.
We announce into the life of every member of the Covenant Nation, 2021 is a year of
restoration, every single thing that the cankerworm stole is restored back seven-fold
into your life. We collectively speak into your life that the horns of wickedness over
you are subdued, therefore you flourish and you grow. God who commanded the
light to shine out of darkness has brought forth his light into your consciousness.
What the enemy meant for evil, we decree and declare it turns around for your good.

2021 is a year of your prosperity, it’s a year in which you have come out of every
cave, your true identity and genius in you is manifest before the nations of the earth.
We declare in the name of Jesus, the Covenant Nation grows without any limit, every
physical space that we presently have has been rendered too tiny to hold what 2021
has brought forth for we have grown as a town without walls by reason of the
multitude of men and women and by reason of the material substance God has
poured forth into our midst.
We declare in the name of Jesus, our hearts are knit together in love. We collectively
speak into the lives of every individual; every single member of this nation has the
collective force and power of agreement over their lives. We declare in the name of
Jesus your result is not just by your own faith but by the power of agreement of the
church speaking forth progress, increase, restoration and multiplication in the name
of Jesus Christ. We say in the name of Jesus Christ that out of the Covenant Nation
arises Kings and Nations upon this earth. With our eyes we have seen it and with our
hands we have handled it that the small one amongst us is as a thousand and the
large one amongst us is as a Nation.
We are a Nation of king and priests upon this earth and we reign in life by the Spirit
of God who dwells on the inside of us. We decree that the Covenant Nation is a
governing Church inside this country. Therefore, from within our borders have arisen
men and women who are in firm grip of every single sector of the economy of this
Nation.
We declare also, large corporations have come out of this Nation; their borders have
extended towards all the Nations of the earth for God has opened up a river out of
heaven that is flowing through our midst, causing things to spring up within this
Nation that minister life unto communities and cities in the name of Jesus. We are a
rising army of compassionate people who wage warfare in the realm of the spirit and
distribute and communicate the love of Jesus Christ inside our families, workplace
and right into our communities in the name of Jesus Christ.
We declare in the name of Jesus, the year 2021 is a year without limits, a year of
unprecedented growth. We declare that one day inside this country we will have
several people in positions of authority: Governors, Senators, powerful people in
government influencing things for good coming out of the revelation that is within this
house, the strength that is created within this house.
We decree to all children within this house, we say in the name of Jesus Christ, the
spirit of distinction is placed upon you, intellectual togetherness, mental separation,
grace is released into every child within this house. You grow up as a seed of
righteousness in your generation – leaders, the life of God shall rest permanently
upon the tabernacle of your heart, utterance is granted unto you, you speak forth
words of revelation over and above your age and manifest the kingdom of God to
your peers in the mighty name of Jesus. Any person satan has planted into your life
to derail you from the path of God, we declare that you belong to a house that is not
asleep. We recognize this work of the enemy, we curse it to its root upon the earth,
such individuals are plugged out of your life this moment, you stay on course and
remain focused and you fulfil your destiny in the mighty name of Jesus Christ.

--In the name of Jesus Christ, we speak into the lives of every single member of the
Covenant Nation, and we pronounce the blessing of Abraham upon every single
person and these blessings upon the Nation as a corporate entity. We declare the
outpouring of the Spirit of God into your life and the springing forth of salvation; the
things that belong to your peace in the year 2021.
We declare we have come on the grounds of the blood of Jesus Christ. Jesus was
wounded for our transgressions, He was bruised for our iniquities, the chastisement
of our peace was laid upon Jesus and by the stripes of Jesus Christ, we are healed
from the crown of our heads to the soles of our feet. We pronounce the healing
power of Jesus into the body of every single member of The Covenant Nation. We
say over the house, there is not one feeble person among us, it is a nation of kings
and priests unto God.
As we worship Jesus as the Lamb of God, the seals over the word of God has been
opened up unto us all and every single person within the nation; we declare right into
your lives that you possess the Spirit of wisdom and revelation in the knowledge of
Jesus Christ. Every single person, your bodies have been infused with the life of
Jesus Christ by the Holy Spirit that dwells on the inside of you.
We declare into the earth this day that the blood of Jesus Christ speaks better things
and powerful things concerning us. We declare the blood speaks powerful things
concerning 2021. We agree with what the blood of Jesus is saying and we give voice
to it today in the name of Jesus.
First, we declare to you forces of darkness, satan, in the name of Jesus Christ we
say we have been redeemed by Jesus through the sacrifice of Jesus on the cross of
Calvary as His body hung lifeless upon that cross, battered and beaten. The ransom
was paid in full by the Father for the complete emancipation of every single one of
us. We do not leave the blood of Jesus in the basin untouched but we apply it to our
lives this moment and give voice unto it and declare to you foul spirit of death, foul
spirit of infirmity, sickness, poverty, disobedience, fear and all of you.
We declare in the name of Jesus Christ, the Father has subdued you underneath our
feet, and we have been bought out of your influence, raised up to sit together with
Jesus in heavenly places far above you principalities and powers and this is fully
reflected in the year 2021. For this is the year of the manifestation of our authority.
The ransom has been paid in full, we therefore curse any of your activities within the
lives of any member of The Covenant Nation.
We declare that during this fast, the word of God has been opened up unto you and
all the scriptures that describe what will happen in 2021, all the challenges that you
will face, all the people you will come in contact with and the victorious events and
the glory of God that will be revealed in your life from every single thing you will go
through; we declare that during this fast, everything that is written concerning you,
the Holy Spirit opens your eyes to the exact scriptures and He shows you things that
are to come.

We declare that this year 2021, your steps are ordered by the Lord and He has
guided every single person into the place of rest, where they flourish from a place of
rest, growing in leaps and bounds in 2021. We declare in the name of Jesus, the
blood speaks powerful things concerning us; we agree with what the blood is saying
and we declare it into the earth in the name of Jesus.
We declare if any single person has made a mistake, and the burden of their
wrongdoing has been placed upon them - we announce good news to them today.
By the authority invested in the church of Jesus to gather together, to remit sins; we
therefore, in the name of Jesus remit all of those sins on the earth and declare into
your life: the lawful captives are set free. The prey is taken out of the mouth of the
mighty. You are delivered in the name of Jesus Christ and set free in the name of
Jesus.
We say in the name of Jesus into the life of every single person that God has
manifested the answers to your prayers as a result of the power generated during
this fast. Angels are released this moment to go forth and minister unhindered in the
life of every single member of this Nation and over this Nation as a whole.
The horns of wickedness in the land have been subdued so we pronounce in the
name of Jesus Christ that The Covenant Nation is a governing church in the land
that grows in leaps and in bounds, without any limitation placed upon us. We are
inhabited as towns without walls; there are no limits to our growth, we break forth on
the left and on the right side and every physical space that we occupy were broken
beyond the boundaries in year 2021. The invisible ceiling has been shattered; the
horns of wickedness have been subdued and it is a dawning of a new day for us.
This nation arises on this earth as a mighty compassionate army, united and has
brought about the manifestation of the Kingdom of God in the fullness of the Spirit
inside this generation in the name of Jesus. This occurs not just on the nation as a
whole but into the lives of every single member of this nation. Great grace also is at
work.
We declare in the name of Jesus Christ upon The Covenant Nation, a kingdom of
kings and priests on the earth, saviours arise out of you. Every single member of this
congregation, we declare that you are either a King or Queen upon this earth or a
Nation upon this earth. For The Covenant Nation has raised kings, queens and
institutions of high excellence in the name of Jesus. For we are a Nation of kings and
of priests unto God, and we declare that into the lives of the people. A small one is
as a thousand, a large one as a nation.
Therefore, every single sector of the economy of this country is in the firm grip of a
member of this Nation because of the grace and anointing that rests upon us. There
is no space any member of this nation occupies today that will be enough to handle
the size and the level of increase and growth that shall visit you in the year 2021. For
a massive door has been opened unto us in heaven and out of that door the river of
life has flowed from the throne of grace right into our hearts and every single thing
we set our hearts upon, this waters of life has entered into every single area of our
lives both corporately and individually granting us prophetic utterances through

which God has stretched forth His hands out of our lives and signs and wonders are
been worked on a daily basis through the mercies of God.
We declare because the Spirit of wisdom and revelation rests upon every single
person, we walk through all the events of 2021 strengthened by our spirit in our inner
man – the capacity to work without getting weary; we are filled with the knowledge of
God’s will in all wisdom and spiritual understanding. We declare in the name of
Jesus, we act as one man for the progress of the collective; we act with one mind
towards one another, that every single member of this nation has grace upon their
lives for acceleration and unusual progress in 2021.
We declare as one entity in agreement, giving voice to the benefits of the blood of
Jesus that any lawful captive in this nation or any person that has been taken as a
prey by the forces of darkness based on any wrong-doing in their lives, we
pronounce that by the blood of Jesus they are forgiven upon the earth. The lawful
captives we announce are set free, the prey in the hands of the mighty is completely
delivered for The Covenant Nation is a sanctuary city and everyone that runs into
this place is covered by the blood of Jesus Christ; while the Holy Spirit works upon
their hearts for repentance.
We declare in the name of Jesus that we love one another as Jesus has given
commandment. We speak no evil of any man within this nation, we prophesy that
every single person grows strong in the year 2021 for The Covenant Nation is a
mighty compassionate army of the Lord Jesus Christ that has been raised up in this
land; manifesting unusual grace in the year 2021 standing as a beacon of light into
the nations of the earth, receiving the high priestly prayer of Jesus Christ acting as
one as Jesus and the Father are one.
We therefore declare, that any judgment we pronounce collectively during our acts of
prayer and keeping the watches, all those pronouncements and decrees are
established upon the earth for we have the authority given unto us in the name of
Jesus Christ to bind and to loose and we exercise this as we bind all forces of
darkness from any activity within the life of any member of this nation and we loose
angels this moment to go forth and minister to every single person and assist them in
causing the will of God to come to pass within their life and for the kingdom of God to
be established in the territory where they dwell.
We prophesy into the marriages and families; you are united and stand eternally
intact for we speak forth into any person that has come to plant a seed of discord in
any family within this nation - you are plucked out by the roots and every single
family is united. The middle wall of partition is broken down and you stand strong as
a single entity upon this earth. Every single family is preserved by the blood of Jesus
and we say in the name of Jesus, righteousness with wealth and riches enters into
every single home in the mighty name of Jesus Christ.
We declare in the name of Jesus Christ that this is a mighty army inside this land, a
force of life inside this country, a governing church inside this land that has liberated
souls by corporately coming together to issue decrees and to agree in prayer.
Several souls are liberated, healings and restorations have occurred in the bodies of

people as we release the corporate anointing into the earth and into the life of every
single member of this nation in the mighty name of Jesus Christ, Amen and Amen.

-In the name of Jesus Christ, we declare we have come on the grounds of the blood
of Jesus Christ. Jesus was wounded for our transgressions, He was bruised for our
iniquities, the chastisement of our peace was laid upon Jesus and by the stripes of
Jesus Christ, we are healed from the crown of our heads to the soles of our feet. The
healing power of Jesus flows into our entire being and we speak into the life of every
single member of The covenant Nation, we surround you with faith and love.
We declare over your life and into your body that by the stripes that was placed on
the back of Jesus when He was beaten and hung on cross; you are healed from the
crown of your heads to the soles of your feet. As the church of Jesus on this earth,
we collectively decree into your life that you shall stand erect and straight unto your
old age, showing that the Lord is upright, a faithful and a merciful God.
We declare in the name of Jesus Christ that the blood of Jesus speaks powerful
things concerning us at The Covenant Nation; the blood of Jesus speaks powerful
things concerning 2021. We agree with what the blood of Jesus is saying and we
give voice to it in the name of Jesus. For the word of God, the blood of Jesus and the
Spirit that dwells within us are in agreement over these powerful things concerning
our lives in the year 2021.
We declare these blessings upon us corporately; We pronounce the blessing of
Abraham upon us. The same spirit that worked inside Isaac, that he went into a land
with famine and by the blessing of Abraham – the promise of the spirit. The Holy
Spirit taught him what to do and he got a 100-fold irrespective of the condition in His
environment. The same spirit that was inside Jacob, that irrespective of the
environment, the Holy Spirit taught him what to do with the animals and they
multiplied in his hands. The same spirit that was in Joseph, that wherever Joseph
entered into, he went straight to the top by the workings of that Spirit of excellence
inside him.
This same blessing rests upon every single member of The Covenant Nation and
upon the nation as a whole and we manifest the Spirit in His fullness in every single
thing that we do. The Spirit of God grants us insights into the treasures of wisdom
and knowledge hidden from ages and generations past which we make use of
directly in the works of our hands, in how we relate to people and this has brought
the grace of heaven upon the earth.
We therefore declare to you forces of darkness, that in the name of Jesus by the
blood we have been redeemed. That is, the ransom has been paid in full for our lives
and we are brought out of the influence of darkness and out of every influence of
wickedness and your reach does not touch any life inside of The Covenant Nation.
We declare to you forces of darkness, this is the judgment you have given voice to
that we execute upon your life – you have been rendered inoperative in the life of

every single member of The Covenant Nation and over this church corporately; your
death is swallowed up in victory and in 2021 life and immortality are brought into
light.
Every single member of this nation who is seeking for a miracle, we decree in the
year 2021, miracles shall flow into your life as streams of living water granting you an
abundance of supernatural manifestation that will characterize the year 2021. It is a
year in which this nation and every individual within experience sudden and dramatic
breakthroughs in every single area of their existence.
We decree there is no inhibition to our growth, no inhibition to our increase, for the
one who stands against it has been placed under judgment, rendered inoperative in
our own lives, for the lamb of God’s blood has been shed and we take that blood
from where it is and apply it upon the door posts of our lives with our declarations.
And we say into the life of every member of this nation, no verbal accusation against
you shall be reflected in your mind (as any form of depression or discouragement), in
your body (as any form of ailment or sickness), in the works of your hands (any form
of stagnancy or invisible ceiling placed upon it), in your family, and inside this
Covenant Nation; no verbal accusation or words spoken with intent to cause
damage, theft, death or destruction, all those words drop down dead unfulfilled in
every single persons life regardless of what they have done in the name of Jesus.
For the power to remit sin has been granted unto us – Jesus on this earth forgave
the sins of people and gave that power to His church to stand united and to decree
and we decree in the name of Jesus, your sin is forgiven and every lawful captive is
set free and the prey is taken out.
We declare into this earth over every single member of The Covenant Nation, that if
peradventure they have made mistakes and they are now lawful captives held bound
their mistakes, pronouncements have been upon them, if they have been held as the
prey of the mighty; we declare as the church of Jesus Christ on the earth with the
power of atoning and giving the right to forgive sins, we pronounce their sins forgiven
and they are released this moment from the clutches of the oppressor. Their lives
are restored back to them in full, their steps are now ordered by the Lord. The hold of
the oppressor over their subconscious is broken, they are set free from thinking
about the situation and their eyes are directed to the sun of righteousness with
healing in His wings and they are restored back to the path that God has ordained
for them in the name of Jesus Christ. We set you free and declare in the name of
Jesus you are liberated.
We say The Covenant Nation has subdued all the horns of wickedness in the land
and therefore we are united as one and with that corporate anointing, we release
power into every individual life and multiply the grace upon every individual in this
nation by collectively directing our hearts and words into the life of every single
person, announcing things concerning 2021 and saying in the name of Jesus Christ
collectively that you make satisfactory progress in 2021. We say you experience
supernatural increase; we say you remain whole and complete; we declare that
satan has no reach into your life; therefore, it is only goodness and mercy that
follows you all of the days of your life.

We decree that every member of The Covenant Nation is set free, 2021 is a year of
new beginnings, the prison doors have been opened up and everything the
cankerworm stole has been restored back in the name of Jesus. We declare in the
name of Jesus to The Covenant Nation, as an entity we speak to you and into every
individual, you are met with an abundance of opportunities for growth in 2021 and
your eyes are opened up to see and we decree the grace of God to enter into the
fullness of every single thing God has planned for your life in the name of Jesus
We pronounce that in the year 2021, every single member of The Covenant Nation,
this is the outcome of every test you shall face – your eyes have been opened up by
your shepherd and you have seen the table that He has prepared for you in the
presence of your enemies. Your head is anointed with oil; you manifest a quiet and
confident work in the midst of adversity and your cup runs over with abundance. The
results of your life silence all oppositions and accusations of the enemy in the name
of Jesus Christ.
We declare in the name of Jesus Christ with all horns of wickedness subdued in the
land, members of The Covenant Nation rise up in their careers, businesses, families
with astonishing speed and great acceleration because the horns of wickedness that
keep people down have been subdued in this atmosphere and this is a spiritual hub
where limitless growth occurs, expansion without any form of limitation.
The Covenant Nation has grown in leaps and bounds, every form of limitation has
been shattered, every physical space we have has been rendered inadequate in the
year 2021 for there is a massive outpouring of the Holy Spirit upon this house. The
word of God goes out with power, with signs and wonders and the multitudes have
gathered to hear the word of God and to be healed of their infirmities.
We declare this power is at work in our midst, the might of the Spirit is unleashed
within us and we have brought forth salvation into the land. The small one amongst
us is a thousand and the large one operates as a nation on this earth, for out of this
congregation kings and queens have arisen, nations have come forth, for all
hinderances have been subdued and every form of ceiling has been removed.
Therefore, every single person experiences dramatic and sudden breakthroughs as
they experience quantum leaps in the year 2021.
We declare in the name of Jesus, we demonstrate love one towards another, we
speak no evil of any member of The Covenant Nation, we support one another with
the love of Jesus Christ, rally around each other in prayer and intercession and build
a hedge of protection with our words. This unity of the Spirit has commanded the
blessing of God upon us. The power of the Spirit that flows through every single
member of this nation and we are manifested as kings and priests upon the earth.
We declare in the name of Jesus, men and women arise out of The Covenant Nation
as kings, queens and nations upon the earth. Every single member of this nation is
successful, fulfilling God’s mandate upon the earth, for spiritual laws have been set
into motion over your life with these words that cannot be reversed by any force of
darkness – they are under judgment therefore you arise and shine, standing on the
mountain God has for you demonstrating the glory of God.

In this year 2021, we have emerged as a governing church in the land and leaders
have arisen out of our midst. We declare that a member of this congregation is in
firm grip of every single sector of the economy of this country as God has raised up
saviours out of our midst through the blood of Jesus Christ. We declare these things
to be so and decree into this earth that this is a prosperous nation, not just
collectively but every single individual is making satisfactory progress and they have
experienced acceleration, growth and multiplication in the year 2021 in the mighty
name of Jesus Christ.

Father we come before you this afternoon, first of all, we want to thank you for the
powerful things you have done in previous editions of WAFBEC. We thank you for
the healings, the miracles and for the revelation and impartations that has helped
and transformed the lives of people. We come to thank you that your presence has
made this conference one of the most impactful in the land. We come to give you all
the praise and glory in the name of Jesus.
We declare in the name of Jesus Christ into WAFBEC 2021 that first of all grace is
released to have powerful sessions of worship and praise unto Jesus. We lie before
the lamb of God and worship Him in spirit and in truth, grace is received to offer up
spiritual sacrifices of thanksgiving, praise, worship, giving and also of welcoming
strangers and visitors with a rare sense of hospitality and we declare this spiritual
sacrifices offered up by the Holy spirit has entered into heaven as we have brought
back unto God the portion that belongs to Him in this conference.
We declare these words for we recognize first and foremost to give unto God that
which belongs to Him and to satisfy the longings of His heart as we gather together.
The first ministry of WAFBEC 2021 is towards God Almighty, worshipping Him in
spirit and in truth and we declare grace received to fulfil this ministry and to carry out
this stewardship. By these, God Himself has manifested his shekinah glory,
manifested His presence in tangible forms inside the meeting as He has established
His throne right in our midst with the angels of God walking up and down the aisle of
the auditorium, entering into the homes of people, houses and offices where people
participate in the WAFBEC 2021 conference. These angels that brought answers to
prayers have opened up the seal to cause the presence of God, His revelation,
prophetic utterances to come forth in the conference.
We declare WAFBEC 2021 is the mountain of the Lord established upon the earth,
the veil covering the faces of people all over the earth has been removed upon this
mountain and every single person that participates has entered into a feast of the
wisdom, knowledge and understanding of Jesus.
Through the feast in the word of God all tears have been wiped out from the faces of
people, death has been swallowed up in victory, every inch of death has been
swallowed up in victory through prophetic utterances by the word of wisdom and the
word of knowledge. The communication of the Holy Spirit, death has been swallowed
up and the river of God is present in our midst with people manifesting the joy of God
unspeakable full of glory in this particular conference.
It is a feast on the presence of God and the manifestation of the life and immortality
of God. Every single person that participated came into this meeting to hear Gods

word and to be healed of all infirmities and for their lives to be totally transformed,
this was executed with precision as God granted utterance unto the ministers. They
spoke by revelation and by inspiration and the word of God as a two-edged sword
was glorified in our midst. It prevailed over everything in the lives of the people and
the fruits of God’s word was manifested in the life of every single participant.
We declare that the word of God went right into their souls, healed their bodies,
every single ailment and sickness was healed by the spoken word of God released
by the Spirit into the atmosphere that brought about tangible healings in people’s
body. God that commanded light to shine out of darkness shone into the hearts of
every single person transforming their lives, massive conversations with the Holy
Spirit that brought about supernatural instruction, revelation about the future as
people saw into the realm of the spirit, received profound ideas. Angels ministered in
the life of the people while the conference was going on, opening up doors. It was a
manifestation of God’s glory right in our midst.
Through WAFBEC 2021, new ministries were established on the earth, anointings
were released, mantles were received and people left the auditorium and the spaces
through which they were interacting with glad tidings of great joy. Labourers reenlisted into the harvest. All over the world the attention of people was arrested as
they went into their devices to hear God’s word and to be healed of all their
infirmities. This WAFBEC 2021 was the release of the anointing of God into the earth
to start something new, something powerful and something accurate in the name of
Jesus Christ. Father we give you praise; we rejoice in the great things you have
done at WAFBEC 2021. We give you all the glory in the mighty name of Jesus
Christ.

-Father in the name of Jesus Christ, we thank you for all that you have done in the
last editions of WAFBEC, we thank you for the ministrations of the Spirit, we thank
you for the impartations and the healings and we thank you for the revelations
released to the people making this conference one of the most impactful in the land.
We return all of the glory and praise unto you and we say it is by your finger alone all
of this has happened. We thank you for the Speakers we have for this particular
conference, we worship you for opening up a door and granting us access, we praise
you for this in the mighty name of Jesus.
We now declare into WAFBEC 2021 that grace is released into the meeting by the
Spirit of God such that we have adequately given unto you father the portion that
belongs to you in this conference. Grace is released upon every individual separated
by God to participate and by the Spirit of God first of all, we give back unto God the
portion that belongs to Him in the meeting.
By the grace of the Holy Spirit we have offered up spiritual sacrifices. We have made
this the priority in the meeting coming together in congregational praise and to
establish your throne in our midst. We have offered up the sacrifices of praise, the
sacrifices of worship, of thanksgiving and of giving.

We also declare upon the meeting – grace to show hospitality to visitors, strangers in
our midst feel welcomed, for we understand how this is important to the heart of the
father. We show forth by this grace a rare hospitality in God’s wisdom. This grace is
manifest upon the lives of every single participant such that they are willing to help
any person that looks to be in need, to assist those who don’t know their way around
or assistance.
We declare in the name of Jesus Christ that angels are released into the earth for
WAFBEC 2021 specifically to assist people in coming into the venue, clearing up the
roads, to make it easy and comfortable for people to access the venue. Also, they
are released to assist people wherever they are all over the world to easily hook up
to the meeting and to hear what the Spirit of God is saying. We thank you Father for
the massive harvest and the fact that WAFBEC 2021 is a giant sickle that is placed
into the harvest to bring in powerful things into the lives of the people.
We thank you Father for this grace manifested on every single person as everyone
contributes in the measure of their own part towards the success of this program. We
declare this grace into the meeting; this heart of generosity and offering of spiritual
sacrifice has caused your shekinah glory to be manifest in WAFBEC 2021. Your
presence is thick within the atmosphere as angels are walking all around the
auditorium, they are released from heaven descending and ascending upon us all
also ministering via all the social media devices and internet, entering literally into
the homes of people. An innumerable company of angels sent forth into the earth for
WAFBEC 2021 ministering directly in homes and a solid presence within the
auditorium bringing forth answers to prayers.
Every single person that participates in WAFBEC 2021 came out with a definite
experience of having touched God in a tangible way in that meeting. God was made
real to us all. Just as the clothes we are wearing on top our backs; that was the
effect the shekinah glory had in our midst. The cloud of glory rested upon the
congregation and entered into the homes and houses, wherever anyone participated
with their hearts through electronic devices, they experience this cloud of glory upon
them.
We declare labourers are sent forth into the fields, the heart of every single member
of The Covenant Nation and those who regularly attend this conference has been
stirred up by the Spirit of God, such that they reach into their sphere of influence;
their social influence, bringing people into the meetings either onsite or online. Many
people that are hurting or experiencing discomforts in their lives have had these
issues directly addressed at this meeting as the anointings of God is directly
released into their lives. We declare in the name of Jesus Christ, every single person
that participates at WAFBEC 2021, their expectations are exceeded as God does
exceedingly abundantly above what we ask or think.
We declare utterance is granted unto the Ministers, the word of God is spoken boldly
under an unusual anointing of the Spirit. People are fed with wisdom, insights and
instructions that has totally changed and transformed their lives, that has blocked
them from eating the bread of adversity to eating the bread of the increase of the
earth. This is by the entrance of God’s word deep into their consciousness as a two-

edged sword, that the same God that commanded light to shine out of darkness, has
shone inside the heart of every single participant at WAFBEC 2021 and you have
had a eureka experience where you discovered some massive truths and your eyes
were opened up to certain secrets that has transformed and changed your life
permanently on the earth.
We declare in the name of Jesus, that WAFBEC 2021 is the mountain of the Lord
that people have attended in the realm of the Spirit through the intercession of
people, they have been carried by the angels of God upon this mountain called Zion.
The veil covering the face of people and the nations of this earth has been removed
upon this mountain.
The Spirit of wisdom and revelation has entered into the heart of every single
participant and they have had a feast of fat things, accessing the riches of their
glorious inheritance in Christ, partaking of the unsearchable riches of Jesus in
wisdom, knowledge and understanding. Death is swallowed up in victory in their
lives, as they entered into this cloud of glory upon this mountain, they descended
back to life totally transformed, for the hand of God rested upon every single thing
that went on in WAFBEC.
We declare in the name of Jesus, the Ministers have brought forth glad tidings of
great joy that has addressed specific issues in the lives of the people. The glory that
entered into the lives of every single participant, the weight of this glory is so evident
in transforming and changing their lives that even sinners have turned to them. The
glory that they entered into the earth with after WAFBEC has caused sinners to turn
and those who were once in the faith who departed have also turned to lead the
doctrine of Christ and to return to the path of the kingdom of God.
We declare the Ministers have spoken by prophecy to the word of wisdom, word of
knowledge, by manifestations of power and have addressed the specific needs of
every single person who participated in WAFBEC 2021 and also the things that they
have written down concerning their visions. People were literally given wings in their
spirit to take off and to realize this dream.
We declare in the name of Jesus, as those labouring in prayer and prophetic
utterances to establish God’s will, that according to the law of scripture, the
husbandman that labours must be the first partaker of the fruit. Therefore, we decree
over our lives that every grace manifested in that conference is manifested also in
our lives as we demonstrate fully everything that has entered into the conference in
the mighty name of Jesus Christ.

